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The evolution of the newmicrostructures produced by two types of
dynamic recrystallization is reviewed, including those brought
about by severe plastic deformation (SPD). The microstructural
changes taking place under these conditions and the associated
mechanical behaviors are described. During the conventional dis-
continuous dynamic recrystallization (dDRX) that takes place at
elevated temperatures, the new grains evolve by nucleation and
growth in materials with low to medium stacking fault energies
(SFE). On the other hand, new ultraﬁne grains can be produced in
any material irrespective of the SFE by means of SPD at relatively
low temperatures. These result from the gradual transformation
of the dislocation sub-boundaries produced at low strains into
ultraﬁne grains with high angle boundaries at large strains. This
process, termed in situ or continuous dynamic recrystallization
(cDRX), is still not perfectly understood. This is because many
SPD methods provide data concerning the microstructural changes
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both types of data concurrently. Recent studies of the deformation
behavior of metals and alloys under SPD conditions, carried out
using MDF as well as other SPD methods, are synthesized and
the links between the microstructural and mechanical observa-
tions are examined carefully. Some models for grain formation
under SPD conditions are discussed. Next, the post-dynamic
recrystallization behavior, i.e. that of annealing after both dDRX
and cDRX, is described. The differing annealing behaviors result
from the differences in the natures of the deformed microstruc-
tures. Finally, an integrated recrystallization model for these phe-
nomena, i.e. dynamic and static recrystallization of both the
continuous and discontinuous types, is presented and discussed.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.Contents
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The control of microstructure as well as of grain reﬁnement through thermomechanical processing
has been developed extensively since around 1970 and has been recognized as being both of technical
importance as well as of scientiﬁc interest. The most developed method of grain reﬁnement is based
on plastic deformation at ambient temperatures followed by annealing at elevated temperatures
[1–5]. Another commonly employed approach involves the production of new grains directly during
hot working by the process of dynamic recrystallization [3–5]. In both cases, the new microstructures
result from the production of recrystallization nuclei, followed by the long-range migration of
their boundaries. These processes occur in two steps and so are generally referred to as being discon-
tinuous [4,5].
Over the past two decades, another method of new grain formation has been studied extensively;
this takes place under conditions of severe plastic deformation. In this case, the ultraﬁne grained
structures are developed at relatively low temperatures. This is one of the most promising topics in
material science because it could lead to the production of submicron to nanometer sized crystallites
in a wide variety of structural metals and alloys [4,5]. The mechanisms that produce grain reﬁnement
under these conditions, however, have not been as comprehensively studied as those of hot deforma-
tion. One of the limitations associated with the large strain methods is that data concerning the micro-
structural changes are readily obtained, whereas only limited data have been generated regarding the
ﬂow stress behavior under these conditions. This does not apply to multi-directional forging, which
provides both types of data. The ultraﬁne grains formed in this way are considered to be produced
in a single step and to develop uniformly over the entire volume. This mechanism of grain reﬁnement
is therefore referred to as in situ or continuous dynamic recrystallization (cDRX) [4,5] and is only
imperfectly understood.
The purpose of this review is to synthesize the recent work on all these types of grain reﬁnement
process. Some operate under hot and others under cold working conditions. The links between the
microstructural and mechanical observations that have been gathered will be considered carefully.
The high temperature processes are covered in Section 3, which includes a discussion of the applica-
tion of these phenomena to industry. The cold deformation processes are treated in Section 4. Partic-
ular attention is paid in this section to the data obtained by multi-directional forging because this
procedure provides both microstructural and mechanical information regarding the grain reﬁnement
process. In Section 5, the annealing behaviors of the as-deformed materials produced at both elevated
and ambient temperatures are considered and interpreted in terms of the natures of the deformed
microstructures. Finally, in Section 6, an integrated recrystallization model of these phenomena is pre-
sented, which involves both the dynamic and static processes and in which both continuous and dis-
continuous reactions are covered.
2. Phenomenology of dynamic recrystallization
2.1. Outline and terminology
The term recrystallization is commonly used to describe the replacement of a deformation micro-
structure by new grains during annealing; this is referred to as static recrystallization (SRX) [1–5]. One
of the most studied and widely used recrystallization processes is primary recrystallization, during
which new grains are produced by the nucleation and growth of new grains (see Fig. 1). Static recovery
(SRV) takes place during the early stages of annealing and is responsible for the development of
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the discontinuous static recrystallization (dSRX) taking place during the annealing of strain
hardened materials.
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the continuous static recrystallization (cSRX) controlled by particle coarsening (after
Hornbogen et al. [8,9]).
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migration of the boundaries, which consume the strain hardened microstructure [1–6]. The driving
pressure for the growth of such new grains is the stored energy associated with the dislocations
and sub-boundaries produced during prior straining. In the early stages of SRX, the nuclei are outlined
by low-angle boundaries, the misorientations of which gradually increase until they attain values typ-
ical of high-angle boundaries (HABs) [4,5,7]. During annealing, the microstructure is characterized by
a mixture of increasing amounts of recrystallized grains and decreasing amounts of strain hardened
grains. Such a process is sometimes referred to as discontinuous static recrystallization (dSRX) [3–5].
In some strain hardened aluminum alloys containing dispersoids, on the other hand, the new
microstructure develops homogeneously throughout the entire volume [8,9]. These new grains are
the result of gradual subgrain growth accompanied by particle coarsening, as shown in Fig. 2. Concur-
rently the sub-boundary misorientations h increase progressively until all the low-angle boundaries
(LABs) are transformed into HABs. This process is characterized by a microstructure that remains
homogeneous throughout and is therefore referred to as in situ or continuous static recrystallization
(cSRX) [4,5,8,9].
SRX takes place when strain hardened metals are heated above approximately half the melting
point (in Kelvin), i.e. 0.5Tm; the temperature at which this can be accomplished in one hour is gener-
ally referred to as the recrystallization temperature TREX. The latter depends on material factors such as
the type of lattice, concentration of alloying elements, and size distribution of second phases [1–5,10].
By contrast, conventional dynamic recrystallization (i.e. dDRX) takes place during straining, as long as
the temperature is above about 0.5Tm [11–16]. The new grains appear at the nucleation strain and
then replace the initial microstructure completely at high strains. As in the case of SRX, there is a grad-
ual transformation of the subgrains formed mainly in the vicinity of the grain boundaries into nuclei
delineated by HABs. These dynamic processes, which involve a nucleation stage, are analogous to
Fig. 3. Discontinuous dynamic recrystallization in pure Cu showing (a) growing grains during deformation at 623 K and (b) the
necklace-like microstructure appearing during compression at 573 K [25].
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zation (dDRX) [4,5].
It has been recognized that the dynamic mechanism differs considerably from that operating dur-
ing static recrystallization. The latter leads to the evolution of a uniform and dislocation-free grain
structure after full annealing (see Fig. 1). High temperature plastic deformation, which promotes
the bulging of corrugated grain boundaries, is described in more detail in Section 3. As a result, dDRX
grains initially have wavy boundaries and contain dislocation substructures that vary from grain to
grain [13–20]. Even after dDRX is fully developed, i.e. during steady state ﬂow, regions containing sub-
structures continue to be present, in sharp contrast to the materials that have undergone dSRX. A typ-
ical substructure developed during dDRX is shown in Fig. 3a, and the necklaces of new grains that form
along the boundaries in Fig. 3b. The dynamic grain size produced depends sensitively on the deforma-
tion conditions [21–25].
The mechanism of cDRX, on the other hand, is quite different. Here, the new grains form as a result
of the increase in sub-boundary misorientation brought about by continuous accumulation of the dis-
locations introduced by the deformation [25–36]. The formation of cDRX grains in an aluminum alloy
during hot working is illustrated in Fig. 4 [37]. The changes in the microstructure are associated withFig. 4. Development of new grains due to continuous dynamic recrystallization (cDRX) observed by OIM. The AA1421
aluminum alloy was processed by ECAP repeatedly to a strain of 12 at 673 K [37].
Fig. 5. Typical stress–strain curves obtained during the hot compression of steels accompanied by (a) discontinuous dynamic
recrystallization (dDRX) in austenite [39] and (b) dynamic recovery (DRV) in ferrite [38].
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aries gradually increases during straining, until almost all the grains are bounded by HABs at e = 12 for
example.
It should be noted that cDRX is characterized by much slower kinetics than those associated with
DRX. This is because the formation of a cDRX microstructure requires remarkably large strains (e.g.
e = 12). By contrast, those produced by dDRX are propagated an order of magnitude more quickly
(e.g. e  1) [25–27,29,33,37]. Curiously, cDRX may also produce a necklace microstructure at an inter-
mediate stage, see Fig. 4. This is because of the rapid development of strain gradients near grain
boundaries. The latter lead to the presence of large misorientations in the vicinities of the boundaries.
Finally, it should be noted that, depending on the material and processing conditions, different mech-
anisms of grain evolution can operate during SPD, as will be clariﬁed in Section 4.
2.2. Flow stress behavior under hot working conditions
Two types of deformation behavior, resulting from dDRX and DRV, have been displayed by numer-
ous metallic materials under hot working conditions, as can be seen in Fig. 5 [38,39]. In the case of
dDRX, new grains appear during straining. The new grains produce softening, decreasing the work
hardening rate until eventually there is a clear stress peak. The ﬂow stress then decreases with
increasing strain until the level associated with steady state deformation is attained (Fig. 5a). The stea-
dy state ﬂow stress reﬂects the dynamic equilibrium between strain hardening and strain softening
due to the formation of new grains and the associated grain boundary migration. In some cases, sev-
eral peaks of decreasing heights can be seen before the steady state behavior is achieved. Further de-
tails of the structural changes taking place during dDRX will be described in Section 3.
The second type of high temperature behavior is characterized by a continuous increase in ﬂow
stresses during plastic working, during which the rate of strain hardening gradually decreases with
deformation and approaches zero at high strains, leading to a steady state of ﬂow (Fig. 5b). Such
behavior is attributed to the operation of DRV as the main restoration process [4,12,13]. In this case,
steady state ﬂow is attained when the rate of DRV has increased sufﬁciently to balance the rate of
strain hardening. Such recovery-controlled steady state ﬂow is generally observed at modest strains
(e < 1) during hot deformation at relatively low strain rates.
Still a third kind of behavior is displayed during SPD experiments. Recent studies of the microstruc-
tural evolution under these conditions have shown that the substructures developed by DRV during
the early stages of straining progressively change their natures, not only at high temperatures, but also
Table 1
The dynamic restoration process (dDRX and DRV) operating during hot deformation and the metallic materials in which they have
been observed (state of understanding around 1980) [13,15,20].
Restoration mechanism Materials Stacking fault energy (SFE)
Dynamic recrystallization (dDRX) Au, Cu, Ni, Pb, austenitic Fe, and their alloys Low (to medium)
Dynamic recovery (DRV) Al, Mg, ferritic iron, and their alloys High
Table 2
Ranges of operation of dDRX and cDRX during plastic deformation to very large strains [4,25,30].
Processing conditions (T/Tm) Stacking fault energy (SFE) of material
Low to medium High
Hot working (T > 0.5Tm) dDRX cDRX
Warm/cold deformation (T < 0.5Tm) cDRX cDRX
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crease until they attain HAB values at all homologous temperatures T/Tm from 0 to 1. This type of pro-
cess is referred to as cDRX and will be considered in Section 4 in detail.
2.3. Effect of structural factors and deformation conditions
The occurrence of dDRX on the one hand or cDRX on the other depends on the relation between the
rate of DRV and the migration velocity (mobility) of the grain boundaries. dDRX generally takes place
during the hot working of metals and alloys of low to medium stacking fault energy (SFE); these ex-
hibit relatively low rates of DRV. The relationship between dDRX and DRV during hot deformation for
representative metallic materials as it was understood around 1980 is summarized in Table 1
[13,15,20]. The fcc metals that undergo dDRX here are Ag, Au, Cu, Ni, Pb, Pt, and the austenitic steels
[11–20]. The critical strain for the operation of dDRX decreases with temperature increase and with
decrease in strain rate as well as with decrease in the grain size [12–15,18–21,39,40]. On the other
hand, the precipitation of second phase particles has the opposite effect on dDRX. When the pinning
force due to the particles exceeds the driving force for boundary bulging, dDRX is suppressed and ﬁner
dDRX grains are formed at larger strains, if at all [41–43].
High SFE materials, in which DRV takes place with ease, are characterized, on the other hand, by the
continuous transformation of subgrains into ultraﬁne grains; however, this requires the application of
very large strains [29–33,36–38]. This takes place during SPD in metals such as Al, b-Ti, and ferritic
steels. Enhanced dynamic recovery generally suppresses dDRX in high SFE materials, as the deforma-
tion substructures produced are characterized by rather low dislocation densities and therefore low
driving forces for dDRX. Exceptionally, dDRX-like behavior has been reported in such materials, but
only in extra-high purity a-iron and aluminum [44,45]. At sufﬁciently large strains, which can only
be applied by SPD, new ﬁne grained structures form instead by the gradual transformation of sub-
grains with LABs into UFGs with HABs. This is the process that is referred to as cDRX [46–48].
During cDRX, geometrically necessary boundaries develop, which are gradually transformed into
HABs [49]. The former separate microvolumes in which different combinations of slip systems
are operating. As a result of the continuing deformation, these microcrystallites increase their
misorientations and are gradually transformed into grains bounded by HABs. This process is observed
during warm/cold SPD of both low and high SFE materials [25,46–48,50–53]. Also, cDRX takes place
during SPD of high SFE materials at any value of T/Tm from 0 to 1, as shown in Table 2 [4,25,30]. In
two-phase materials, the development of HABs takes place more rapidly than in single phase materi-
als. This leads to signiﬁcant reﬁnement of the original microstructure, as has frequently been observed
[54–58]. When SPD is carried out at cold and warm temperatures, strain localization occurs on a
microscale and leads to the formation of microshear bands or MSBs. These play important roles in
the development of UFG microstructures at large strains and their contributions will be discussed
in Section 4 in detail.
Fig. 6. Typical stress–strain curves characteristic of dDRX in the austenite of plain carbon steels [20]. (a) A 0.4% C–1.5% Mn steel
compressed at 1123 K and 1273 K at true strain rates between 105 and 101 s1. (b) A 0.06% C–1.42% Mn steel with initial grain
sizes of 60–375 lm compressed at 1173 K and 1.4  103 s1.
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3.1. Typical dynamic recrystallization ﬂow curves
In materials subject to dDRX and at temperatures above 0.5Tm, the strain hardening produced by
deformation is counteracted by this mechanism. It gradually reduces the work hardening rate until
a ﬂow stress maximum is reached after which there is strain softening (see Figs. 5 and 6). In these
materials (see Table 1), the dislocation density increases to a high level and eventually some of the
local differences in density reach a high enough level to permit the nucleation of new grains. This is
followed by the long-range migration of HABs. As distinct nucleation and growth stages are induced,
conventional dDRX is considered to be a two-step process.
In high SFE materials, by contrast, the rearrangement and annihilation of dislocations take place
with ease, generally leading to the formation of equiaxed subgrains. Nevertheless, it has been shown
recently that, even when only DRV is operating, new grain structures can be formed if very large
strains are applied, for example by SPD processes [4,5,25,30]. The deformation microstructures
appearing under the latter conditions differ appreciably from those produced by dDRX, as does the
ﬂow behavior. The DRV mechanisms operating under SPD conditions will be considered later and
separately in Section 4.
The ﬂow curves appearing under dDRX conditions exhibit the characteristic shapes shown in Fig. 6.
The form of the curve changes from the multiple peak to the single peak type as the temperature T is
decreased or the strain rate _e is increased, i.e. as the temperature compensated strain rate or the
Zener–Hollomon parameter Z expressed by Eq. (1) is increased [11–15,20],Z ¼ _e expðQ=RTÞ ð1ÞHere R is the gas constant (8.317 kJ/mole K) and the apparent activation energy for deformation Q is an
experimental constant [4,11–20]. It generally takes values somewhat above those for self-diffusion,
indicating that deformation under dDRX conditions is thermally activated and involves self-diffusion
[12,13].
Under dDRX conditions, the shape of the ﬂow curve is also sensitively affected by the initial grain
size. Fig. 6b illustrates a series of ﬂow curves in the austenite of a plain carbon steel hot compressed at
1173 K [20]. The ﬂow curve shapes change from the multiple peak to the single peak form as the initial
grain size Do is increased. In other words, multiple stress peaks appear when the initial microstructure
Fig. 7. Effect of grain boundary character on dDRX in copper bicrystals with differently misoriented [001] twist boundaries
deformed in tension at 1023 K [59]. (a) True stress–true strain curves of the bicrystals and a polycrystal. (b) Relationship
between grain-boundary sliding and tensile strain.
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contrast, the single peak type of ﬂow is associated with grain reﬁnement in coarse grained starting
materials. Thus whether the ﬂow curve is of the multiple or single peak type is determined by the ratio
Do/Ds of the initial to the ﬁnal grain size and does not depend solely on the value of Z, Eq. (1). These
phenomena are discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.
3.2. The role of grain boundary bulging/sliding in nucleation of new dDRX grains
Miura et al. [59,60] have carried out at a systematic study of the effect of grain boundary
character on dDRX using copper bicrystals. This has provided a fundamental understanding of
the nucleation processes taking place during dDRX. Some typical ﬂow curves for Cu–0.4% SiFig. 8. (a) Dynamically nucleated grains at a 64 tilt boundary in copper bicrystals after deformation at 923 K and 4.2  104 s1
[60]. T.A. is the tensile axis. (b) Schematic illustration of the twin variant selection caused by grain boundary migration. The
tetrahedron at the top identiﬁes the orientations of the active and inactive slip traces of the upper grain.
Fig. 9. Examples of dDRX grains nucleated at grain boundaries in polycrystalline copper compressed at 103 s1 to (a) e = 1.3 at
573 K (i.e. a high Z) and (b) e = 0.2 at 723 K (i.e. a low Z) [61,62]. HABs with misorientations greater than 15 are delineated by
thick black lines, LABs with misorientations in the range 4–15 by thin black lines and in the range 2–4 by thin grey lines. Twin
boundaries are marked in yellow. The colors in the OIM micrographs correspond to the crystallographic orientations indicated
in the inverse pole ﬁgure. (c) Schematic representation of the process of new grain formation during dDRX; here (1) boundary
corrugation is accompanied by the evolution of dislocation sub-boundaries at low strains, (2) some grain boundary sliding is
taking place, leading to the development of local strain gradients during further straining, and (3) the bulging out of parts of the
serrated grain boundaries is accompanied by the formation of sub-boundaries at high Z or twin boundaries at low Z [59,61–63].
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bicrystal boundaries were initially inclined at 45 to the tensile axis; the boundary types inves-
tigated included [001] twist boundaries with misorientation angles of 3, 9, 16 and one that
was unknown. The grain boundary character can be seen to affect the shape of the ﬂow curve
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considerably higher than those in polycrystals. This indicates that dDRX propagates more rapidly
in polycrystals than in bicrystals.
It can be seen from Fig. 7b that grain boundary sliding (GBS) took place in the 16 and ‘unknown’
bicrystals, while it hardly played a role in the low misorientation specimens. It is of interest to note
that, in the latter bicrystals, dDRX was initiated in the grain interiors far from the usual sites at the
boundaries. By contrast, nucleation took place at e  0.15 at serrated boundaries in the 16 and un-
known bicrystals. In this case, the development of serrations prevented further GBS, resulting in the
development of high strain gradients at the boundary. It should be added in passing that metal form-
ing operations are generally carried out at strain rates many orders of magnitude higher than those of
Fig. 7. For this reason, GBS or shearing does not play a role under these conditions and nucleation takes
place entirely as a result of the transformation of the bulges into nuclei. Miura et al. [60] also inves-
tigated nucleation in bicrystals in which [001] tilt boundaries were aligned parallel to the tensile axis.
Under these conditions, GBS cannot take place. It can be seen from Fig. 8 [60] that bulging followed by
local boundary migration occurred and that this was accompanied by twinning. As a result, the new
grains were twin-related (R3) to the matrix. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 8b, the primary twin traces
were parallel to some of the inactive slip planes in the parent grains, indicating that these were
annealing twins.
We turn now to nucleation in polycrystalline materials, which have been more frequently
investigated. Here, nucleation occurs as a result of the ﬂuctuations in boundary shape produced
by straining, which develop into the serrations that are the actual nucleation sites [12–20,61–63].
Some typical microstructures of grains undergoing nucleation at the grain boundaries are illus-
trated in Fig. 9. These experiments were carried out on polycrystalline copper that had been com-
pressed at _e  103s1 to (a) e = 1.3 at 573 K (i.e. at a high Z) [61] and (b) e = 0.2 at 723 K (i.e. at
a low Z) [61,62]. It should be noted in Fig. 9a that boundary bulging took place accompanied by
the formation of sub-boundaries. In this case the strain was 1.3 and so appreciable strain and
orientation gradients had developed at the boundaries. During compression at a lower value of
Z, by contrast, new grains had already appeared at the lower strain of 0.2. In this case, as in that
of the bicrystals of Fig. 8, a R3 twin boundary can be seen, as indicated by the yellow line in
Fig. 9b. The latter are frequently developed at higher temperatures because of the higher mobility
of the grain boundaries.
Based on the observations described above, a nucleation model for dDRX can now be drawn
up, as represented schematically in Fig. 9c [59–63]. First, dislocation density gradients are devel-
oped near the original grain boundaries because of the incompatibilities between grains. This is
accompanied by subgrain formation, leading eventually to the development of boundary corruga-
tions or serrations. At the lower strain rates, GBS can take place along the boundaries, leading to
the development of additional inhomogeneous strains, further increasing the driving force for
recrystallization. The condition for bulging to occur under dynamic conditions is expressed as
follows [59]:DE > 4K1cB=L ð2ÞHere DE is the strain energy difference per unit volume across the boundary, cB the grain boundary
energy per unit surface area, and L the length of the boundary prior to bulging. The proportionality
factor K1 is generally less than one under dDRX conditions. This is because the grain boundaries are
always serrated before growth by bulging takes place. In the case of static recrystallization, K1 is usu-
ally one, as originally proposed by Bailey and Hirsch [6].
It is of interest that nucleation takes place at triple junctions at much lower strains than along the
boundaries [64]. Even when GBS is occurring, it is impeded at triple junctions, again adding to the
strain gradients. In the case of polycrystalline copper, for example, nucleation at a triple junction took
place at the remarkably low strain of about 0.01, which is only 1/10 to 1/20 of the peak strain [64]. On
further straining to 0.04, nuclei were observed to be present at about 10% of the triple junctions. Irre-
spective of the testing conditions, more than 80% of the grains nucleated at triple junctions were
annealing twins in that investigation [64].
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As in the case of ambient temperature deformation, the average cell size of high temperature dis-
location substructures decreases during straining and the subgrain boundaries are sharpened. Finally,
the nucleation of dDRX grains begins to take place at around 0.5ep with the rate increasing to a max-
imum at around ep. At large strains, where dDRX has been propagated through the entire volume, the
substructure density varies from grain to grain. Such microstructures can be subdivided into the three
categories illustrated schematically on the upper half of Fig. 10 [17]. Here the dislocation density qo is
the initial fully annealed value, qc is the critical value for nucleation, and D the local dynamic grain
size; qc and D depend sensitively on temperature and strain rate via Z in Eq. (1). The current state
is represented by the solid lines and earlier states by the dashed lines. The three types of grain in this
model correspond to; (a) a dDRX nucleus, (b) a growing dDRX grain containing a dislocation density
gradient, and (c) a critically strain-hardened grain after impingement.
Some typical TEM micrographs of dynamic microstructures are represented in the lower half of
Fig. 10. Here (d), (e) and (f) correspond to the respective grain types introduced above. In this case,
nickel was deformed in tension at 1073 K and 1.5  101 s1 and hydrogen quenched [17]. In an actualFig. 10. Three types of dDRX grains and corresponding TEM micrographs [17]. Three types of dislocation density distribution
develop in the microstructure: (a) a dDRX nucleus, (b) a growing dDRX grain, and (c) a critically strain hardened dDRX grain.
Here q0 is the initial (annealed) dislocation density, qc is the critical value required for dynamic nucleation, and D is the current
dDRX grain size. The current state is represented by the full lines and one or more earlier states by broken lines. In the TEM
micrographs at the bottom, the dislocation substructures identiﬁed as (d), (e) and (f) correspond to grains (a), (b) and (c),
respectively. Here nickel was deformed in tension at 1073 K and 1.5  101 s1 and hydrogen quenched.
Fig. 11. Inverse pole ﬁgures of the deformation microtexture developed in pure Cu determined using EBSD. The sample was
compressed to a strain of 1.3 at 723 K at a strain rate of 101 s1 [62]. The contour plots are on the left (a) and the discrete plots
on the right (b).
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formly throughout.
The heterogeneous microstructures formed during dDRX display an annealing behavior that differs
from that pertaining to cold worked materials. This topic is treated separately in Section 5. Here the
microtextures that develop during dDRX will be considered in terms of the microstructure model of
Fig. 10. A sample of pure copper was compressed to a strain of 1.3 at 723 K and 101 s1. Under these
conditions, a fully developed dDRX microstructure is generated [62]. Inverse pole ﬁgures (IPFs) were
determined on the recrystallizing grains by the electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) method; these
are displayed in Fig. 11 in the form of both contour (Fig. 11a) and discrete (Fig. 11b) plots. Here the
compression direction is shown. The h101i ﬁber can be seen in the left hand IPF of Fig. 11a; this is
the conventional deformation ﬁber developed during cold compression, although it is very weak,
However, the right hand IPF of Fig. 11b indicates that randomly oriented grains are also present. These
result from the orientation randomizing effects of dDRX. According to the model of Fig. 10, strain-
hardened grains (c) of various orientations only exist stably for a limited period of time until the next
cycle of dDRX begins. During compression, although they develop the required deformation texture,
which is the h101i ﬁber, many grains are rotated out of this orientation by dDRX, which acts to weak-
en the ﬁber. When the temperature is increased, dDRX takes place more rapidly, so that the intensity
of the h101i component decreases with increasing temperature [62,65].3.4. dDRX models
Typical dDRX ﬂow curves exhibit regular oscillations in stress at low values of Z or a single stress
peak followed by strain softening at high Z values. At large strains, a steady state of ﬂow is attained in
both cases (Fig. 6). In the original descriptions of dDRX, much attention was paid to this changeover
behavior [12–15,20,40]. For example, Luton and Sellars [40] took the view that the transition is asso-
ciated with the different strain rate and temperature dependences of the peak strain ep on the one
hand and the strain ex for the completion of ﬂow softening after the ﬂow stress peak has been attained,
i.e. of the ﬁrst cycle of dDRX, on the other. The critical condition for this ‘‘critical strain-based’’ model
can be expressed as:ep ¼ ex ð3Þ
At low values of Z, when ep > ex, dDRX is cyclic; conversely at higher Z values, when ep < ex, dDRX
operates continuously throughout the material.
Although the critical strain-based model is in reasonable agreement with the data obtained in solid
bar torsion investigations, it does not apply to tension or compression results or even to torsion tests
result carried out on tubular samples [20]. More recently, a more physically based model was
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tained was illustrated in Fig. 6b above. Here it was shown that multiple stress peaks are observed
when the initial grain size Do is ﬁne and conversely single peak curves are associated with the defor-
mation of coarse grained material. Whether the ﬂow curve is of the multiple or single peak type de-
pends not only on the initial grain size, but is determined by the relative grain size (Do/Ds), where Ds is
the stable dynamic grain size established at large strains. This leads to the ‘‘relative grain size (RGS)’’
condition for the transition, which is expressed by [20,66].Fig. 12
and Zc–
types oDo ¼ 2Ds ð4Þ
When Do > 2Ds, grain reﬁnement and single peak ﬂow take place. Conversely, when Do < 2Ds, multi-
ple peak ﬂow is accompanied by grain coarsening. As Ds is sensitively affected by Z, Do > 2Ds and single
peak ﬂow correspond to deformation under high Z conditions; conversely, Do < 2Ds and cyclic ﬂow cor-
respond to lower Z conditions [12–15,20,66]. These two contrasting cases are closely related to the
nature of dDRX and will be discussed in more detail below.
As outlined above, the changeover from multiple to single peak behavior occurs when Do = 2Ds, so
that the transition is also associated with a critical value of Z, labeled Zc. In other words, there is a Zc vs.
Do relation that approximately overlaps the Z vs. 2Ds dependence. The similarity between the Zc–Do
and Z–2Ds relations can be seen to better effect in Fig. 12, where the cross-hatching distinguishes
the grain reﬁnement from the grain coarsening region and the solid line represents the experimentally
determined locus Do = 2Ds. According to this diagram, three different types of tests can be carried out
in the laboratory, which have been referred to as vertical (V), horizontal (H) and combined V/H
experiments.
V tests are carried out with a ﬁxed initial grain size Do but at a series of different values of Z. These
correspond to the classical experiments depicted in Fig. 6a. Testing carried out on samples with a
range of initial grain sizes at a ﬁxed value of Z (see Fig. 6b), correspond to the H tests illustrated in
Fig. 12. The two types of behavior, i.e. multiple peak and grain coarsening or single peak and grain
reﬁnement, are readily represented on such diagrams. In Fig. 6b, a 0.06% C–1.43% Mn steel was
austenitized at temperatures from 1173 to 1533 K selected to produce initial austenite grain sizes
of 60–375 lm, respectively, and then compressed to e = 1.0 at 1173 K and 1.4  103 s1, for which
2Ds  150 lm. Cyclic r/e behavior was observed when Do < 2Ds; by contrast, single peak behavior
was obtained when Do > 2Ds [20].. Microstructure mechanism map for distinguishing between the two types of dDRX. The curves describing the Z–2Ds
Do relations separate the single peak (grain reﬁnement) and multiple peak (grain coarsening) regions. Three distinct
f experiments are represented here known as vertical (V), horizontal (H), and combined (H/V) tests [20,67].
Fig. 13. Examples of H/V tests involving strain rate changes carried out on a 0.115% V steel deformed at 1273 K; (a) the strain
rate was cycled from 1.4  103 to 3.7  102 s1 and back to 1.4  103 s1 at strain intervals of about 0.45; (b) the strain rate
was cycled from the higher to the lower value and then back again [67].
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straining. An example is provided in Fig. 13, which depicts the stress–strain curves determined on a
0.115% V steel deformed at 1273 K. In Fig. 13a, the strain rate was increased from 1.4  103 to
3.7  102 s1; in Fig. 13b, the reverse change was performed [67]. When the strain rate was suddenly
increased to _e2 after attainment of the stable microstructure at _e1, grain reﬁnement and single peak
ﬂow were expected to occur according to the RGS model. These predictions were conﬁrmed by the re-
sults displayed in Fig. 13a. It is important to note that the transition behaviors produced in this way
were completely reversible and so are consistent with dDRX being controlled by a thermally activated
mechanism [66–68]. It should be underlined that the reversible dDRX phenomena just described stand
in sharp contrast to those taking place under cDRX conditions. These phenomena will be considered in
detail in Section 4, whether the irreversible and athermal aspects of cDRX behavior will be described.Fig. 14. Effect of initial grain size Do on (a) average grain size D and (b) number of ﬁne grains N per unit area less than 10 lm in
diameter. Here nickel samples were deformed in tension at 923 K at a strain rate of 2  103 s1 and then hydrogen quenched
[66].
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Some changes in grain size D taking place during the high temperature deformation of Ni are illus-
trated in Fig. 14a [66]. Here, samples with two different initial grain sizes (30 and 60 lm) were de-
formed in tension to several strains at 923 K and a strain rate of 2  103 s1 and then hydrogen
gas quenched. It is evident from Fig. 14a that the 60 lm sample displays continuous grain reﬁnement
until the stable grain size of 38 lm is attained. This experiment was associated with single peak ﬂow
(not shown here). Conversely, the 30 lm specimen underwent coarsening to the same ﬁnal stable size.
In this case, the ﬂow curve was of the multiple peak type (not illustrated).
The dependence of the density of ﬁne grains (<10 lm in diameter) per unit volume N on strain in
this experiment is illustrated in Fig. 14b. It can be seen that the nucleus density No at ep in the 30 lm
sample is much higher than the stable value (Ns) at high strains. These results indicate that the relative
nucleus density No/Ns determines the shape of the dDRX ﬂow curve. When the ratio is greater than
one, the curve is of the multiple peak type. Conversely, when it is less than one, single peak behavior
will be observed. Here No and Ns correspond to the nucleus density at the start of dDRX (i.e. prior to ep)
and the stable value at high strain, respectively. The relationship between D and N is given approxi-
mately by N = 2P/D (where P is the probability of activation of a grain boundary site per unit surface
area) [20,66,67]. In the ﬁne grained material (Do < 2Ds), No > Ns, and the growth of each new dDRX
grain is terminated by boundary impingement. This leads to the development of an intermediate grain
size D0s, where D
0
s < Ds because of the initial excess density of nucleation sites. The value of D
0
s increases
with each cycle of recrystallization until it attains the stable value Ds. In the coarse grained material
(Do > 2Ds), No < Ns, and grain reﬁnement occurs until the appropriate density Ns is attained.
Before terminating this section, the relation between the deformation conditions (i.e. Z) and the
stable dynamic grain size Dswill be discussed brieﬂy because of its importance in understanding dDRX
behavior. It was mentioned above that Ds depends sensitively on T and _e, where the dependence can be
expressed as a function of Z; there is a similar link between Ds and the steady state stress r
[12–23,40,61–63]. Some typical relationships between the normalized steady state ﬂow stress and
the normalized grain size are illustrated in Fig. 15 for various metallic materials. The original ﬁgure
prepared by Derby [21] included minerals such as pyrite, halite, and olivine as well as metals. Derby
found that all the data fell in a remarkably narrow range bounded by loci of the formFig. 15
vector f
solid linðr=GÞðDs=bÞ2=3 ¼ K2; 1 < K2 < 10 ð5Þ. Relationship between ﬂow stress normalized by the shear modulus and dDRX grain size normalized by the Burgers
or metallic materials. (In the original ﬁgure prepared by Derby [21], the data included a number of minerals as well.) The
e represents fcc metals undergoing dDRX and the broken line Mg undergoing cDRX.
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between the rate of formation of the dislocation substructure on the one hand and its removal on the
other, as determined by the mean velocity of the dDRX grain boundaries. It can clearly be seen in
Fig. 15 that when only the fcc metals are taken into consideration, the data fall in a much narrower
range, as indicated by the solid lines. This is bounded by loci of the form:r=G ¼ K3ðDs=bÞ2=3; 1 < K3 < 2 ð6Þ
Such a relationship between r and Ds has been reported by many researchers [12–23,40,61–63,66].
Finally it is of interest to note that the data for Mg in Fig. 15 are not well expressed by Eq. (6), but
may be approximated by a dashed line with a slope of 0.9–1.0. Similar results have been reported for
the AZ31 Mg alloy [69]. This indicates that new grain formation in Mg alloys probably does not result
from the dDRX model discussed above. Some insight into the factors responsible for this atypical
behavior can be gained from the work of Yang et al. [69,70]. They showed that new grain formation
in Mg alloys is affected by a series of strain-induced reactions, such as grain fragmentation due to
the formation of kink bands. As this type of process bears some resemblance to cDRX, it will be taken
up again in Section 4.3.5. Application to industry
3.5.1. Rolling simulations
Because of the link between structure and properties, it is essential to produce desirable micro-
structures during industrial rolling, particularly in the case of steel. For this reason, there have been
numerous studies in which rolling simulations have been carried out in order to characterize and opti-
mize the types of structures that are likely to be produced in the plant. These simulations also provide
estimates of the rolling load, separation force, and torque via the mean ﬂow stress (MFS). Although
dDRX is not always initiated during hot rolling, simulations can be used to predict the cases when
it is expected to takes place.
The effect of interpass time on the conditions for the initiation of dDRX is described ﬁrst. This is
because the length of the interpass interval plays a huge role during industrial processing. When inter-
pass times are very short, as in the ﬁnishing stages of rod rolling, there is insufﬁcient time for static
recrystallization (SRX) or for carbonitride precipitation. Under these conditions, strain accumulation
takes place, leading to the initiation and propagation of dDRX. Conversely, when interpass times are
long, as in plate rolling and when reversing mills are being used, there is ample time for SRX or, in
microalloyed steels containing Nb, for carbonitride precipitation. The latter prevents the initiation
of dDRX. In the case of strip rolling, the interpass times fall between those of rod and plate rolling.
In this case, there is no or only limited SRX, leading to strain accumulation and the initiation of dDRX
in the general case. The effect of interpass time on the nature of the softening processes taking place
and, in particular, on whether dDRX has been initiated or not, has received considerable attention. Dis-
cussions of this topic can be found in [71–75].
The ﬁnishing stages of seamless tube rolling have been studied in laboratory simulations and the
results published in Refs. [76–78]. These have shown that strain accumulation takes place, leading to
the initiation of dDRX. This is because of the short (0.5 s) interpass times in the ﬁnishing stages. The
occurrence of dDRX under these conditions can be deduced from the shape of the envelope of the set
of ﬂow curves, as shown in Fig. 16. In such cases, dDRX plays a large role in establishing the ﬁnal aus-
tenite microstructure and grain size (prior to transformation). Descriptions of rod rolling simulations
are available in Refs. [79–84] and an example of a torsion simulation is provided in Fig. 17. Here it can
be seen that, as in the case of seamless tube rolling, SRX does not take place during the short interpass
intervals (as short as 20 ms) applicable to the ﬁnishing stages of rolling. Instead, there is strain accu-
mulation during the six ﬁnishing passes, leading to the initiation of dDRX. In the presence of Nb, there
is an absence of SRX even at the relatively high temperature of 1100 C such that strain accumulation
takes place, again leading to dDRX. As dDRX can be followed by rapid metadynamic recrystallization
(mDRX) this may lead to sudden load drops, although this is not of particular concern in rod rolling as
the process does not require careful control of reduction and rolling load.
Fig. 16. Torsion simulations of a sixteen pass rolling schedule applied to two V steels in a stretch reducing mill (SRM) [76]. (a)
The experimental data; (b) after correction to a constant temperature of 905 C. Note that the ﬂow curve envelope displays the
characteristic ‘single peak’ curve indicative of dDRX.
Fig. 17. (a) Torsion ﬂow curves determined on a plain C steel at 900 C [84]. The last six passes, which collectively exhibit the
characteristics of dDRX, make up the ﬁnishing schedule. (b) Flow behavior of a Nb microalloyed steel at 1100 C; the envelope of
the ﬁnishing passes is again indicative of dDRX.
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which full SRX is no longer able to take place during rolling. This deﬁnes the point in the schedule
at which strain accumulation begins, leading to the ‘pancaking’ of austenite (important for the produc-
tion of ﬁne grain sizes in high-toughness steels). A full description of the most common (‘Boratto’)
method of determining the Tnr is given in [85,86]. Examples of plate rolling studies can be found in
[87,88]. The results of a typical multi-pass simulation on a torsion machine are presented in
Fig. 18a, on which the change in the shape of the pass ﬂow curve after pass 7 can be readily seen.
The shape change indicates that static recrystallization is no longer taking place between passes. An
example of a mean ﬂow stress (MFS) vs. inverse absolute temperature (1/T) plot determined in such
simulations is presented in Fig. 18b. Here it can be seen that the Tnr can be readily identiﬁed from the
Fig. 18. (a) Torsion simulation of an average schedule on a Steckel mill; microalloyed steel, 30 s interpass times, cooling rate –
1 C/s [85]. (b) MFS vs. 1/T plot based on four sets of simulation ﬂow curves. The change in slope identiﬁes the Tnr temperature,
departures from linearity, the upper (Ar3) and lower (Ar1) critical temperatures [86].
Fig. 19. (a) Simulations of plate (30 s interpass times) and strip (1 s and 3 s interpass times) rolling [95]. The cooling rate in the
strip rolling cases was 10 C/s. Note the low rates of increase in MFS with decreasing temperature in the four strip mill
simulations. (b) The two sets of ﬂow curves determined in the strip mill simulations with entry temperatures of 950 C; these
have been corrected to a constant temperature of 950 C to show how increasing deformation produces increasing ‘‘softness’’ in
the test specimens.
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to completion. From this point onwards, there is strain accumulation, although it is important to note
that this does not lead to dDRX in microalloyed steels because of the carbonitride precipitation that
takes place during the interpass intervals.
Accounts of the physical simulation of strip rolling can be found in Refs. [89–95]. An example of the
results obtained in torsion simulations is presented in Fig. 19a. Here, interpass times of 1 and 3 s were
employed and it can be seen that the rate of increase in MFS with 1/T is much lower than in the case of
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Fig. 19a are shown replotted in Fig. 19b after correction to a constant deformation temperature of
950 C. Here it can be seen that the corrected ﬂow stress decreases continuously during continued
straining. This is due, not only to the initiation of dDRX during rolling, but also to that of dynamic
transformation (DT), a topic that is treated in Section 3.6. The occurrence of dDRX followed by mDRX
in combination with DT can lead to unexpected ﬂow stress drops or reductions in rolling load. Some
general reviews of the occurrence of dDRX under hot rolling conditions can be found in publications
such as [96–99] while briefer accounts of the conditions under which dDRX is expected to take place
are available in [100–108]. The phenomenon of dDRX in Cu-30Ni has been discussed in [109], in Mg
alloys in [110], and in 304 stainless steel in [111–113]. Constitutive relations applicable to dDRX have
been proposed in [114], while the application of self-consistent models to the development of torsion
textures when dDRX is taking place is described in [115].3.5.2. Kinetics of dDRX and mDRX
The Avrami formalism is generally used to quantify the kinetics of SRX [e.g. 4]. Nevertheless, it can
also be employed to describe those of dDRX and mDRX. Examples of such studies can be found in
[116–122]. A recent improvement in Avrami models involves expressing the softening produced with
respect to the austenite that has not yet been subjected to recrystallization, but is continuing to strain
harden [123]. Here the work hardening behavior of the unrecrystallized component of the microstruc-
ture is deduced from the initial part of the ﬂow curve, which has not yet been affected by the initiation
of dDRX; this behavior is then extrapolated beyond the critical strain [123–127]. Some examples of
Avrami plots describing the progress of dDRX are presented in Fig. 20 [126]. In this diagram, the extent
to which coarse microstructures retard dDRX can be readily seen as well as the effects of deformation
temperature and composition. The addition of alloying elements to steels and other metals is well
known to retard recrystallization as a result of solute drag. Such solutes can modify the transformation
behavior as well as retard recrystallization. In the case of boron addition, the latter effect is discussed
in Ref. [128]. The inﬂuence of substitutional alloying elements on the rate of softening in nickel is trea-
ted in [129–131] and solute retardation more generally in [132].
Once dDRX has been initiated, it is generally followed by mDRX. This is much more rapid than the
conventional type of SRX that follows deformation in the absence of dDRX. The rapid kinetics are gen-
erally explained in terms of the elimination of the time required to nucleate new grains (because of
the prior occurrence of dDRX) so that only growth of the new grains is involved. This topic is treated
in detail in Section 5. The occurrence of mDRX has been studied under simulated hot rolling conditionsFig. 20. Avrami plots of the softening produced by dDRX during compression testing. The data were obtained on the following
steels: B (C: 0.07, Mn: 0.62, Si: 0.01, Ti: 0.067, Nb: 0.034); G (C: 0.23, Mn: 0.74, Si: 0.22, Cr: 0.90, Mo: 0.08) and H (C: 0.03, Mn:
0.3) and show the effects of test temperature and initial grain size [125].
Fig. 21. (a) Interrupted compression ﬂow curves determined on a Nb microalloyed steel containing 0.28% Mo at 950 C [139].
After a prestrain of 0.22, the only softening observed on reloading after a 0.5 s unloading interval is due to static recovery (no
SRX). (b) After a prestrain of 0.82 at 1000 C (where dDRX is well under way), there is very rapid and almost complete softening
after only 0.5 s.
Fig. 22. Time of half-softening as a function of strain after deformation under a variety of conditions determined in torsion on a
304 stainless steel. dDRX is initiated at ec, mDRX takes place on unloading at strains beyond ec, and the time of half-softening
becomes strain independent at e* [142].
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as opposed to mDRX are illustrated in Fig. 21a (static) and b (metadynamic).
An interesting sidelight concerning mDRX is that the kinetics of this softening mechanism become
strain independent once a certain prestrain is attained [140]. This topic has been explored in several
publications [138,141] and a possible explanation has been put forward in Ref. [142]. An illustration of
the strain at which the kinetics of softening become strain independent is given in Fig. 22. This inves-
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recrystallized as well as of the kinetics of softening. It can be seen from the diagram that strain-inde-
pendence of the time of half-softening t50 is attained well after the peak in the ﬂow curve (ep). It cor-
responds instead to the moment (e*) when the volume fraction recrystallized dynamically
(determined metallographically) has attained 50% [142]. Thus, even if dDRX has progressed beyond
the point where 50% of the volume of the material has been ‘transformed’, the rate of mDRX is not
affected or increased.
3.5.3. Effects of dDRX on ductility and texture
Because dDRX removes dislocations and reﬁnes the grain size, it can improve the ductility as well
as the toughness if it is initiated during deformation. This can also be of particular importance during
continuous casting, when slab straightening is taking place and tensile stresses are induced locally.
The effect of dDRX on ductility has been described in [143,144].
Texture control in industrial materials is of great importance because of the signiﬁcant effect of
texture on properties. In principle, it should be possible to use the occurrence of dDRX to produce im-
proved textures. Conversely, in the case where its effect on the texture is harmful, it is essential to pre-
vent dDRX from being nucleated. Unfortunately, there is a signiﬁcant lack of suitable models that can
be used to predict the effect of dDRX on texture, although a promising approach has been presented in
[115]. Furthermore, there is not a great deal of experimental evidence demonstrating its effect along
the different industrial strain paths, such as extension, compression, plane strain deformation (i.e. roll-
ing) or shear. Generally speaking, dDRX, when initiated, has the effect of somewhat randomizing the
texture or at least rendering the deformation texture less intense, as was seen above in Fig. 11. The
results of an investigation of the effect of dDRX on torsion (shear) textures can be found in
[145,146] and on textures more generally in [147–151]. A model for the operation of oriented nucle-
ation and selective growth during dDRX has been published as Refs. [115,152,153].
3.6. Detection of the dDRX critical strain
It is important to determine the critical strain for the nucleation of dDRX. Unfortunately, it is dif-
ﬁcult to employ metallography to establish the precise moment when dDRX is initiated, because of the
instability of conventional austenite at room temperature. Fortunately, a very accurate method,
known as the double-differentiation technique, was developed in 1996 [154] and is now in wide
use. It involves measuring the slope h = @r/@e of a stress–strain curve, taking the derivative of thisFig. 23. Effects of (a) strain rate and (b) temperature on the ﬂow stress dependence of @h/@r in nickel [154]. The stresses that
correspond to the minima in these plots must then be located on the original ﬂow curves in order for the critical strains to be
identiﬁed.
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latter value against stress. A local minimum in this parameter identiﬁes a point of inﬂection in the
curve of slope vs. stress and therefore speciﬁes the moment when a new softening process is initiated
(in addition to dynamic recovery). Because ‘‘noise’’ in experimental stress/strain curves renders differ-
entiation difﬁcult, measured ﬂow curves must ﬁrst be smoothed using appropriate polynomials, usu-
ally of order 8 or higher [154–157]. It is of interest that this technique does not require the test to be
run at constant strain rate, but is also applicable to variable rate deformation [158] and to any testing
mode, i.e. tension, compression, plane strain tension or compression, and shear (torsion) [155,157].
Typical plots of the second derivative against stress taken from the original publication are shown
in Fig. 23 [154]. A modiﬁcation of the double derivative method that leads to considerable simpliﬁca-
tion has been proposed in Ref. [159]. The minima illustrated in Fig. 23 pertain to the high temperature
deformation of nickel; similar plots were derived from ﬂow curves measured on a type 304 stainless
steel and were also reported in Ref. [154] but are not reproduced here. These two metals do not under-
go phase changes on cooling and so are not susceptible to dynamic transformation. The same condi-
tions apply to fcc metals such as Ag, Au, Cu, Pb, and Pt. However, conventional austenite does
transform into ferrite and cementite on cooling or into other metastable phases. Furthermore, as
shown by Yada and co-workers in the 1980s [160,161], the transformation to ferrite can be induced
at temperatures well above the Ae3 when austenite is being deformed, whether in the laboratory or
in a rolling mill. The effect of dynamic transformation (DT) on dDRX-type ﬂow curves will now be
discussed.3.6.1. Dynamic transformation
Because ferrite is softer than austenite at a given temperature, this property leads to a reduction in
ﬂow stress compared to that applicable to untransformed austenite. Such softening makes it also pos-
sible to detect the initiation of the transformation by the double differentiation method [162,163].
However, care must be taken for the two critical strains (one for DT and one for dDRX) to be distin-
guished from one another. When there are two possible minima, the use of polynomial orders (for
smoothing) as high as 12 are required if the entire ﬂow curve is being ﬁtted; otherwise seventh or
eighth order polynomials are usually sufﬁcient [164].
Examples of two sets of double derivative minima are presented in Fig. 24a. These curves were de-
rived from compression tests carried out on a 0.038% Nb microalloyed steel with an orthoequilibriumFig. 24. (a) Dependences of the second derivative of the stress on stress in a 0.11% C–0.038% Nb steel derived from compression
testing ﬂow curves. (b) Dependences of the dDRX and dynamic transformation (DT) critical strains on deformation temperature.
The DT critical strains decrease slightly with temperature, while the dDRX critical strains decrease more rapidly with
temperature and decreasing strain rate in the usual way [164].
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300 above the conventional upper critical transformation temperature. The critical strains deter-
mined in this way are illustrated in Fig. 24b, from which it can be seen that DT is initiated well before
dDRX at strains of about 0.05–0.1. Under the high strain rate conditions applicable to industrial rolling,
the dDRX critical strains are considerably higher than those shown here and the gap between the two
strains is therefore greater than indicated in the diagram.
Similar results have been reported for four other steels deformed in torsion, where again the critical
strains for the initiation of DT preceded those for dDRX [165]. These observations have two important
implications. One is that the ubiquitous ‘‘single peak’’ austenite ﬂow curve is a product of two soften-
ing mechanisms (in addition to dynamic recovery), DT as well as dDRX. (This conclusion does not ap-
ply to the other fcc metals mentioned above.) The other is that the unexpected drops in rolling load
observed at temperatures above the Ae3 actually have their origins in the operation of both the above
softening mechanisms (i.e. DT and dDRX) and not just dDRX followed by mDRX. The interested reader
is referred to Ref. [166], where this topic is treated in more detail.
4. Continuous dynamic recrystallization and severe plastic deformation
4.1. General characteristics of ﬂow behavior and microstructures developed
4.1.1. Historical development of severe plastic deformation
The development of severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques was motivated by an interest in
producing ultraﬁne grained (UFG) metallic materials. These were expected to possess beneﬁcial com-
binations of physical, chemical, and mechanical properties. It should be noted that plastic deformation
accompanied by dDRX is a unique method for producing grain reﬁnement in metals that do not under-
go phase transformation. Since the dynamic grain size that is produced during working depends sen-
sitively on the deformation conditions and in particular decreases as the temperature is decreased, as
described in detail in Section 3, superior grain reﬁnement can be expected to involve the use of rela-
tively low deformation temperatures. Unfortunately, the critical strain for the initiation of dDRX in-
creases drastically as the deformation temperature is reduced. Methods for producing UFGFig. 25. Principles of (a) equal channel angular pressing (ECAP), (b) high pressure torsion (HPT), (c) multi-directional forging
(MDF) and (d) accumulative roll bonding (ARB).
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temperatures, and will necessarily require the application of very large strains. Examples of represen-
tative SPD techniques are illustrated in Fig. 25 and will now be described brieﬂy in turn.
Following the principles outlined by Segal et al. [167], the equal channel angular pressing (ECAP)
method was developed and has been used successfully for over three decades. It is particularly well
studied for processing soft materials and has become quite popular [30,168–170]. The sample is
pressed through two intersecting channels of the same shape and cross section and the equivalent




ð7ÞHere / is the inner angle between the channels and w is the outer or shear zone included angle of
channel intersection (see Fig. 25a). Because the cross-section of the sample is kept constant, it can
be passed repeatedly through the die, leading to the accumulation of large strains. The specimen
can be pressed repeatedly in the same manner or it can be rotated between passes by 90 or 180
[30,170].
Another frequently used technique is torsion under high axial pressure, known as high pressure
torsion (HPT) [171,172] (Fig. 25b). The strain that is imposed on a disc-shaped sample depends on




Þ ð8ÞNote here that Eq. (8) above does not agree with Eq. (1) in [30] nor with Eq. (6) in [172], which are
both in error, as explained in some detail in [171]. When the specimen thickness is reduced during
HPT, an additional component of compressive strain must be added to the imposed shear strain. In
comparison with ECAP, HPT does not require costly equipment and can be employed on a wide variety
of metals and alloys, including hard-to-deform materials. One limitation is that it cannot be used on
large samples.
In the early 1990s, multi-directional forging (MDF) was developed as a simple method for applying
large strains that is particularly useful for the processing of bulk products [173]. True stress–true
strain diagrams are readily obtained when this technique is used [46,48]. According to this method,
a prismatic specimen is compressed sequentially along its three principal axes, as shown in
Fig. 25c. As long as the strain in each forging pass (determined by the ratio of the initial to the ﬁnal
dimension of the specimen, i.e. e = ln(Hi/Hf)), is well below 1, the shape of the specimen does not
change appreciably as a result of multiple deformations.
At the end of the last century, another promising SPD technique known as accumulative roll-bond-
ing (ARB) was developed to produce large bulk semi-products using a conventional rolling mill
(Fig. 25d) [174,175]. According to this process, a sheet of material is rolled to 50% reduction and then
cut into two portions; these are stacked together and rolled again. This procedure can be repeated





Þn lnð1 rÞ, where n and r are the number of ARB cycles and the fractional reduction in
thickness per cycle, respectively. The ARB technique does not require any special equipment and
can be used to apply very large strains as the initial dimensions of the sample do not change. A dis-
advantage of the ARB technique is that it necessitates careful surface treatment, e.g. degreasing and
wire brushing, before stacking so as to achieve good bonding and avoid delamination.
The SPD methods described above are now widely used to study deformation behavior and micro-
structure evolution during SPD as well as to produce samples for property determination. There are a
number of additional techniques that also qualify as methods of SPD, such as mechanical milling, cyc-
lic extrusion/compression, continuous cyclic bending, repetitive corrugation and straightening, and
high pressure tube twisting [176–182]. Among these, mechanical milling has been the most exten-
sively studied. During mechanical milling, individual powder particles receive very large strains,
although the actual amount cannot be estimated. Another difﬁculty is that the samples require addi-
tional consolidation. Thus mechanical milling is not well suited for the investigation of stress–strain
behavior and microstructure development. The other techniques mentioned above are not frequently
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4.1.2. Microstructural characteristics developed under SPD conditions
The plastic working of metals and alloys at relatively low temperatures produces a hierarchy of dis-
location substructures [183–188]. The initial stages of straining introduce high dislocation densities,
which are arranged in cellular substructures. An increase in strain is attended with localizations of
plastic ﬂow on a microscopic scale. The dislocation cells evolve into cell blocks that are subdivided
by dense dislocation walls; these are essentially dislocation sub-boundaries whose misorientations
are appreciably larger than those of common cell walls. Then, various deformation bands begin to
appear at medium strains that introduce still larger misorientations. This leads to the subdivision of
the original grains into small, heavily misoriented fragments. This process of grain subdivision during
deformation is fundamental to the process of grain reﬁnement by SPD.
In addition to the deformation bands, other structural elements are introduced during strain local-
ization that depend on the material being processed and on the deformation conditions. These have
been called microbands of the ﬁrst and subsequent generations, S-bands, microshear bands, etc.
[49,187]. The formation of such large misorientation dislocation boundaries is associated with differ-
ences in the strain states across the boundaries [49]. Such strain-induced sub-boundaries are, there-
fore, referred to collectively as geometrically-necessary boundaries. This is in contrast to incidental
boundaries, which are essentially low-angle boundaries consisting of statistically stored dislocations.
During a unidirectional deformation process such as cold rolling, an increase in the total strain leads to
the formation of layered microstructures and the alignment of the transition bands, grain boundaries
and sub-boundaries. This has the result that the normals to the ﬂattened units are rotated until they
are approximately parallel to the normal direction of rolling. Thus, the microstructures present at
large strains are characterized by ribbon-like subgrains and grains that are highly elongated in the
direction of metal ﬂow [168,185].
The normal dimensions of the elongated structural elements decrease with increasing strain and
gradually approach some constant value at large strains. These directional features of the microstruc-
ture have been observed and described in detail for such SPD methods as ECAP, HPT, and ARB. The
employment of these techniques has shown that uniform microstructures composed of equiaxed
grains well below a micrometer in diameter can be readily produced in this way [30,168–170]. The
most impressive grain reﬁnement results have been obtained using the HPT technique
[172,189,190]. Typical nanocrystalline structures developed using HPT methods are shown in
Fig. 26a [189]. The severely strained microstructure is composed of heavily misoriented nearly equi-
axed crystallites ten to one hundred nanometers in diameter and characterized by large internal stres-
ses estimated from the streaks in the diffraction data. Similar microstructures have only been
observed after high energy mechanical milling, as seen in Fig. 26b [191].
The mechanical behavior during SPD is usually evaluated by measuring the hardness of samples
processed to various total strains. This is because the most frequently used SPD methods, such asFig. 26. Severely deformed microstructures developed in (a) a 15% Cr ferritic stainless steel subjected to HPT to a strain of 4
[189] and (b) an Fe–0.6% O steel powder prepared by mechanical milling for 300 h [191].
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technique of high pressure tube twisting [192] does provide the stress–strain data and, therefore, has
considerable potential for further comprehensive investigations of SPD and related phenomena. The
development of nano-crystalline and submicron-sized structures during SPD has generally been
shown to be accompanied by an increase in hardness, which exhibits a tendency to saturate at large
total strains [193]. The formation of UFGs during SPD is accompanied by a drastic increase in total
grain boundary area. Moreover, the nature of the boundaries in severely strained materials differs
somewhat from that evolved by conventional thermomechanical treatments. The boundaries in nano-
crystalline materials subjected to SPD exhibit a speciﬁc diffusive diffraction contrast on TEM images
that appears to be indicative of their non-equilibrium state [194].
It is worth noting that the development of nanocrystalline structures during SPD is accompanied by
a decrease in dislocation density at large strains. Indeed, severely deformed materials commonly con-
tain ﬁne grains that are completely free of dislocations. Nevertheless, the crystal lattices of the ﬁne
grains are frequently characterized by large elastic distortions, as can be seen in Fig. 27a [195]. The
numbers indicate the orientation differences (in degrees) between pinpointed regions within the
grains as revealed by the convergent beam Kikuchi line technique. The high-resolution TEM micro-
graph of Fig. 27b again indicates the presence of large internal distortions in the submicrocrystalline
structures developed by SPD [193]. Since the grains selected for the distortion analysis do not contain
dislocations, such elastic distortions and the related internal stresses are attributed to the non-equi-
librium state of the strain-induced boundaries introduced by SPD. The high internal stresses can act as
back stresses opposed to dislocation movement and, therefore, may be responsible for both the de-
crease in dislocation density and the high hardness of SPD materials. Some of the links between the
microstructural and mechanical observations described above will now be considered in the sections
that follow.
4.2. Ultraﬁne grain microstructure development under SPD conditions
4.2.1. Multi-directional forging
Many of the SPD techniques described in Section 4.1.1 have provided valuable information regard-
ing the UFG microstructures produced by SPD. However they have provided little insight into the ﬂow
stress behavior or the relation between the ﬂow stress and the microstructures developed. Among the
various SPD methods illustrated in Fig. 25, multi-directional forging (MDF) has the following
advantages:
(1) When increments of compression are carried out accompanied by sequential changes of loading
direction along the three perpendicular axes, the ﬂow stress vs. strain relationship can be sys-
tematically investigated. The development of the microstructure can be followed concurrently.Fig. 27. Large distortions developed in (a) a 304 stainless steel subjected to MDF to a strain of 6.4 [195] and (b) an 18% Cr–7% Ni
stainless steel processed by swaging to a strain of 3.2 [193]. The numbers in (a) indicate the lattice orientation differences
between the identiﬁed areas in degrees.
Fig. 28. A series of ﬂow stress–cumulative strain curves for pure copper processed by MDF with pass strains of 0.4 to various
cumulative strains Re at a strain rate of 3  103 s1 at temperatures of 195 K, 300 K and 473 K [46,48,196]. The ﬂow curve
envelope at 195 K extends to a strain of Re = 18 (not shown).
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followed simultaneously and their interrelationship established in detail.
(3) The shapes of the original grains do not change during MDF and so the deformation substruc-
tures can be analyzed in a simple manner. This is in clear contrast to the layered microstruc-
tures developed when some of the other SPD methods mentioned above are employed.
(4) MDF is simply repeated compression and so can be carried out using any conventional testing
machine. In this way, a wide range of strain rates and homologous temperatures can be
investigated systematically.
(5) MDF can be applied to large-scale workpieces using a conventional forging machine and
without installing any special equipment. It thus has the potential for industrial application.
The relationships between microstructure development and ﬂow stress behavior during MDF have
been studied in some detail, principally by the present authors as well as by co-workers in Japan, Rus-
sia, China and Canada. The recent studies of metal behavior under SPD conditions will be synthesized
in the next section, where special attention will be paid to the links between the microstructural and
mechanical observations. Comparisons will also be made with the results obtained using other SPD
methods where appropriate.4.2.2. UFG formation in low SFE materials
Some MDF tests were carried out on pure copper, with pass strains of e = 0.4 at 195 K, 300 K and
473 K and a strain rate of 3  103 s1. The ﬂow stress vs. cumulative strain (r–Re) curves obtained
in this way are reproduced here in Fig. 28 [46,48,196]. The differences between the ﬂow stresses
immediately before unloading and the yield stresses on reloading are relatively small for all the passes
applied at 195 K and 300 K. These become distinctly visible in the 473 K tests. This indicates that little
static recovery takes place during interrupted compression at and below 300 K [48]. Under these con-
ditions, complete strain accumulation is taking place. Conversely, there is clear evidence for static soft-
ening and yield stress reductions whenMDF is carried out at 473 K [46]. The general shapes of the ﬂow
curve envelopes for the three testing temperatures are indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 28. These
show that a steady state of deformation is attained at large strains. Thus it appears that saturation
Fig. 29. Optical microstructures developed in pure copper during MDF with a pass strain of e = 0.4 at 300 K. Cumulative strains
are: (a) Re = 0.4, (b) Re = 0.8 and (c) Re = 5.6. (d) TEM micrograph of the strain-induced microstructure developed at Re = 5.6.
(e) Enlargement corresponding to the region identiﬁed in (d). Numbers indicate the boundary misorientations in degrees [48].
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to sufﬁciently large strains.
Some typical microstructures developed in the copper during MDF at 300 K are displayed in Fig. 29
[48]. It is apparent from this ﬁgure that even relatively low strains are sufﬁcient to introduce high den-
sities of microshear bands (MSBs) in the grain interiors. The latter can be seen clearly in Fig. 31. Be-
cause of the changes in loading axis, many intersecting MSBs are introduced. When Re reaches 5.6,
very ﬁne roughly equiaxed substructural elements have formed inside the initial grains; these have
the appearance of a powdered aggregate (Fig. 29c). The corresponding microstructure observed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is represented in Fig. 29d and an enlarged view of Fig. 29d
in Fig. 29e. The newly formed grains are enclosed by high angle boundaries (HABs), as shown by
the misorientations indicated in Fig. 29e. Some of the grains contain relatively low dislocation densi-
ties in their interiors.
In what follows, we use the term microshear band (MSB) to describe a microstructural component
that many previous authors have referred to as ‘‘deformation bands’’. However, the latter sometimes
describes a three dimensional volume or ‘‘band’’ and sometimes a two dimensional surface or bound-
ary. To avoid ambiguity, we employ the expression MSB below to refer to the ‘‘boundary’’ or two
dimensional type of deformation band.
It can thus be concluded that the cells and subgrains initially enclosed by low angle boundaries
(LABs) and formed at low to moderate strains are gradually transformed into UFGs with HABs at large
strains. The changes in some of the copper microstructural parameters after MDF at 300 K are summa-
Fig. 30. Effect of MDF cumulative strain Re at 300 K in pure (4N) copper on (i) subgrain and grain size d, (ii) average sub-
boundary misorientation hAV, and (iii) dislocation density q in the subgrain interiors [48].
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tation, hAV, and dislocation density, q, in the subgrain interiors on cumulative strain, Re. The sizes of
the elongated subgrains were measured along two directions, i.e., along the long and short intercept
directions. Both measures of the subgrain sizes drop rapidly at the start of straining and approach a
constant value of about 0.2 lm at high strains. It can also be seen that hAV increases progressively with
strain until it attains values that correspond to high angle boundaries. By contrast, q decreases follow-
ing a brief rise at moderate strains. It thus appears that the steady state of ﬂow of Fig. 28 is actually the
result of two competing processes, namely: (i) strengthening due to the increase in boundary misori-
entation, and (ii) softening due to the decrease in dislocation density [48].
We turn now to the microstructural observations obtained on the copper MDFed at 195 K. Some
typical deformation microstructures are shown in Fig. 31 [196]. After a cumulative strain of 6
(Fig. 31a), the structural changes are characterized by the formation of a network of intersecting MSBs.
These are sheared at their points of intersection, leading to the appearance of the so-called S-bands
[187]. These features can be considered to be a type of microshear band (MSB), which have been re-
ported to develop in many studies of both cold and hot deformation [196–199]. The concentration of
MSBs increases and their width decreases continuously with cumulative strain. After MDF to Re = 18
at 195 K (Fig. 31b), intersecting MSBs have essentially formed in all of the sample, which begins to
looks like a submicrocrystalline material.
A typical TEM micrograph of the copper MDF to a strain of 6 at 195 K, is shown in Fig. 31c [196].
This microstructure consists of intersecting MSBs, which further intersect the cell substructure, the
latter containing a high density of dislocations. The deformation substructures that form far from
the MSBs in region (1) in Fig. 31c are not equiaxed but are characterized instead by their elongated
shapes. The single spot character of the selected area diffraction pattern of region (1) indicates that
the misorientations across the sub-boundaries are relatively small. In region (2) of Fig. 31c, by con-
trast, the microcrystallites that develop in the intersecting MSB regions are characterized by consid-
erable orientation scatter, as indicated by the ring-like diffraction pattern associated with it.
From the above observations, it can be concluded that strain-induced UFGs develop primarily in
association with intersecting MSBs; these are preferential sites for the formation of new grains
[196]. The volume fraction of such UFGs increases signiﬁcantly on further straining to 10, as shown
in Fig. 31d. This increase results from an increase in both the number of intersecting MSBs and the
Fig. 31. Optical microstructures developed in pure copper during MDF at 195 K to cumulative strains of (a) Re = 6 and (b)
Re = 18. (c) TEM micrograph of the Re = 6 material showing intersecting microshear bands and high dislocation density
substructures. Diffraction patterns (1) and (2) were obtained from the selected areas indicated by circles (1) and (2). (d) TEM
micrograph of the Re = 12 material showing the absence of substructures outside the UFG regions and the diffraction pattern
taken from a 2 lm diameter selected area. The numbers indicate the boundary misorientations in degrees [196].
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continuously with strain. It is of interest to note in Fig. 31d that, at Re = 12, dislocation-free subgrains
are not to be found outside the UFG regions.
The misorientation distributions developed in the copper after repeated MDF at 195 K are pre-
sented in Fig. 32a. The distribution at a strain of 1.2 is characterized by a large LAB fraction and by
a signiﬁcant number of HABs with misorientations of about 60. The latter indicate that deformation
twinning took place in the early stages of straining at 195 K [196,200]. The sharp LAB peak decreases
in height as the distribution moves towards larger misorientations during deformation; the HAB frac-
tions thus increase with strain. The relations between the average misorientation and the cumulative
strain (hAV–Re) determined at temperatures of 195–473 K are illustrated in Fig. 32b. It should be noted
that on processing to relatively small strains of about 2, the average misorientation increases rapidly
Fig. 32. (a) Dependence of the sub-boundary misorientation distribution on cumulative strain in pure copper during MDF at
195 K. (b) Dependence of the average sub-boundary misorientation on cumulative strain in pure copper at 195, 300 and 473 K
[196].
Fig. 33. Optical microstructures developed at (a) Re = 1.6 and (b) Re = 8.0 in an Fe–20% Cr alloy during MDF at 773 K. TEM and
OIM micrographs of the alloy strained to (c) Re = 1.6 and (d) Re = 3.6 illustrating the intersecting microshear bands and
ultraﬁne grains formed along the bands. HABs with misorientations greater than 15 are delineated by thick black lines, LABs
with misorientations in the range 4–15 by thin black lines and in the range 2–4 by white lines. The colors in the OIM
micrograph have the same deﬁnitions as in Fig. 9. The ﬁnal compression axis in (a) to (d) is vertical [202].
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that is associated with the rapid development of MSBs by cold working [48,187,196–199]. The average
misorientations that develop at strains above 2, on the other hand, are signiﬁcantly affected by the
processing temperature. Increasing the temperature promotes release of the internal stresses devel-
oped during working as well as some dislocation rearrangement next to the intersecting MSBs
[201]. It can be concluded that the development of UFG structures is mechanically induced at
Re < 2, whereas it assisted by thermally activated processes at high cumulative strains. Such thermal
activation seems to be effective even when T/Tm is as low as 0.14  0.35.4.2.3. UFG formation in high SFE materials
Some typical deformation microstructures that develop in a Fe–20% Cr alloy at 773 K (0.43Tm) are
presented in Fig. 33 [202]. The general shape of the ﬂow curve envelope at 773 K is similar to that of
the pure copper illustrated in Fig. 28. Many sets of intersecting MSBs have formed in the grain interiors
at medium strains and they appear as wavy lines that are sheared by other families of MSBs, as seen in
Fig. 33a. The bands are a sign that localized shearing has occurred; in this review, they are considered
to be MSBs, as in the case of copper (Fig. 31). The number of MSB families increases with the number
of MDF steps; this eventually attains saturation at large strains. A uniform UFG microstructure is pres-
ent at Re = 8 (Fig. 33b). A typical TEM micrograph of the material at Re = 1.6 is shown in Fig. 33c. This
corresponds to the optical one of Fig. 33a. Multiple shearing results in a spatial network of MSBs that
separates the microvolumes containing the high density dislocation substructures. At this strain, the
UFG microstructure is nearly equiaxed and is characterized by relatively sharp HABs [202]. This is
clearly seen in the OIM micrograph of Fig. 33d for Re = 3.6, which conﬁrms that the intersecting MSBs
(as well as the bands themselves) are preferred sites for development of the highly misoriented sub-
microcrystalline microstructure. This description is consistent with the observations on the 195 K cop-
per (Fig. 31) presented in the previous section, even though higher SFEs are involved.
It is essential to note here that there is a signiﬁcant difference between MSBs and conventional
(macroscopic) shear bands. The essential features of these two types of bands are illustrated in
Fig. 34, where the macroscopic scale of (a) conventional shear bands (schematic) is compared to
the microscopic scale of (b) the MSBs developed in the grain interiors of the Fe–20% Cr alloy.Fig. 34. Comparison of (a) schematic drawing of conventional macroscopic shear bands with (b) the microshear bands
developed in the grain interiors of the Fe–20% Cr alloy deformed to a cumulative strain of 1.6. The microstructure in (b) is a
lower magniﬁcation version of Fig. 33a.
Fig. 35. Dependence of the boundary misorientations of cell bands and microshear bands on total strain in cold rolled Al–0.1%
Mg [198].
Fig. 36. Dependence of (a) the average sub-boundary and boundary misorientation hAV and (b) fraction of high-angle
boundaries (HABs) (FHAB) on cumulative strain Re in the Fe–20% Cr alloy during MDF at 573 K and 773 K [202]. Data for an
austenitic steel processed by MDF at 873 K [203] are included in (a) for comparison.
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sensitivity. The resulting plastic instabilities and ﬂow localizations pass through several grains and
can even extend through the specimen thickness [185]. MSBs, on the other hand, develop within
grains, although they can extend into neighboring grains as well, as seen in Fig. 34b.
Such microshearing makes available a deformation mode in addition to that of dislocation motion
that is particularly useful when plastic deformation is carried out to very large strains. It is well known
[203] that multiple slip is required to permit uniform deformation during plastic working. In a similar
manner, the operation of multiple microshearing along various directions plays an important role in
facilitating homogeneous macroscopic deformation at large strains. The MSBs also participate in the
formation of the submicrocrystallites enclosed by the HABs. This view is supported by the
Fig. 37. True stress–true strain curves obtained during MDF of AA 7475 at a strain rate of 3  104 s1 in the temperature
interval from 573 K to 763 K. Pass strain De is 0.7 [205].
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The average sub-boundary misorientation and that across the microshear bands (MSBs) are plotted
against total applied strain in this diagram. It should be noted that hAV for the cell boundaries is around
5 and remains approximately constant up to strains of 2.5; by contrast, that for the MSB boundaries
begins at about 5 at low strains and increases rapidly above strains of around 1.5, reaching values of
over 50 at high strains. Thus the hAV–e relationship for the MSB boundaries very much resembles that
for the UFG boundaries that form during the SPD of steels, aluminum alloys, copper, etc. (Figs. 36, 41,
47 and 51). This point will be considered in detail later.
The dependence of the average sub-boundary misorientation on cumulative strain in an Fe–20% Cr
alloy subjected to MDF at 573 K and 773 K is presented in Fig. 36 [202]. Also included here is the
dependence of the HAB fraction, FHAB, on strain. Here the data for an austenitic steel processed by
MDF at 873 K [204] are included for purposes of comparison. The increases in hAV and FHAB can beFig. 38. OIM microstructures developed in AA7475 during MDF at 673 K and a strain rate of 3  104 s1: (a) Re = 2.8; (b)
Re = 7.0. The ﬁnal compression axis is vertical [205]. The lines and colors have the same deﬁnitions as in Fig. 33.
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small plateau at about 5, Fig. 36a. The second stage begins at a critical strain, ec, of around 1.5; at this
point, hAV begins to increase again, accompanied by the frequent development of MSBs. The third stage
corresponds to large strains, where hAV approaches its saturation level. Here the UFGs are essentially
fully developed.
In Fig. 36b, strain induced HABs only begin to appear at e > 1.5; then FHAB approaches its saturation
value of about 75 pct at 773 K or 30 pct at 573 K at high strains. It can clearly be seen in Fig. 36 that
temperature has little effect on the development kinetics of the UFG microstructure within the ﬁrst
and early second stages. Nevertheless, a decrease in temperature during the third stage of the process
retards the rate of misorientation increase signiﬁcantly.
We now consider the formation of UFG microstructures during the MDF of aluminum alloys. A ser-
ies of ﬂow stress–cumulative strain (r–Re) curves covering 10 consecutive passes is shown in Fig. 37.
Here a coarse-grained 0.16% Zr modiﬁed aluminum alloy (AA7475) was compressed using pass strains
of e = 0.7 at temperatures from 573 K to 763 K [205,53]. The ﬂow curve envelope displays a sharp
stress peak just after yielding, followed by work softening at all temperatures. This softening takes
place up to Re  1.5 at 573 K and Re  5 at 623 K to 763 K, after which the ﬂow curves attain a state
of steady ﬂow. When the MDF temperature is increased, the ﬂow stresses decrease rapidly and ﬂow
softening becomes more prominent.
Such differences in the ﬂow behavior appear to originate from the different deformation mecha-
nisms operating at different temperatures. Some typical OIM microstructures developed in the
AA7475 during MDF at 673 K are presented in Fig. 38 [53]. The UFGs often appear in colonies near
sub-boundaries or along the original grain boundaries. Concurrently, banded arrays of sub-boundaries
cross the grain interiors and isolated chains of new grains develop along these bands, resulting in grain
subdivision. Such deformation bands are similar to the MSBs discussed in the previous sections. It
should be noted in particular that the UFGs in Fig. 38 are initially quite heterogeneously distributedFig. 39. Microstructures developed at a cumulative strain of 1.2 in AA7475 during MDF at 763 K and a strain rate of
3  104 s1. (a) Polarized light microstructure and (b) SEM micrograph of the mixed region at the upper right in (a). (c)
Deformation relief appearing at an additional strain of 0.16 in AA7475 pre-deformed to e = 1.2 at 763 K. Arrows indicate the
displacement of a marker line along the grain boundary (GB). (d) Enlargement of the portion outlined in (c). The ﬁnal
compression axis (C.A.) is vertical [205].
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MSBs of moderate angle are formed in the remaining parts of the original grains.
The microstructures developed in the AA7475 at a strain of 1.2 after MDF at 763 K are illustrated in
Fig. 39. These were determined using polarized optical and SEM microscopy [205]. It is of interest that
the MSBs in Fig. 39a are clearly visible using polarized optical microscopy and that the orientations of
the deformation bands differ from grain to grain. The microstructures in Fig. 39a and b are composed
of the following three components: (i) fully developed ﬁne grains (lower left); (ii) the remainders of
the original grains, containing several sets of MSBs (centre); and (iii) mixed structures (upper right).
On further MDF, the volume fraction of new grains increases progressively until the initial coarse-
grained microstructure is almost fully replaced, although a few relatively coarse grains are still
retained [205].
The effects of the MSBs developed in the AA7475 will now be examined more closely. The surface
relief produced in a sample initially deformed to Re = 1.2, unloaded and then further deformed an
additional 0.16 is illustrated in Fig. 39c and d. It can be seen in Fig. 39c that plastic deformation occurs
heterogeneously and that deformation bands develop in the grain interiors. The shearing taking place
along the bands inside the white square in Fig. 39c can be seen more clearly in the enlarged view of
Fig. 39d. Here it can be seen that such deformation banding leads to rigid rotation of the scratched
markers and so a process akin to kinking or folding can cause a reorientation of the material within
these bands [205]. It can be concluded, therefore, that these bands are the equivalents of the MSBs
mentioned above (different authors use different terminologies). In this way, the appearance of MSBs
in copper, ferritic steel and aluminum alloys, i.e. in cubic metals and alloys, can be seen to lead directly
to the formation of UFGs.Fig. 40. Effect of MDF AA7475 at 763 K on (a) average grain size dUFG of the new grains and minimum spacing of the microshear
bands in the original grains, (b) average sub-boundary misorientation hAV in the ﬁne-grained regions and (c) UFG fraction VUFG
[205].
Fig. 41. Strain dependence of the average sub-boundary misorientation hAV developed in AA7475 during MDF at temperatures
of 573 K, 623 K and 673 K. Filled symbols at 673 K show the hAV in the remnants of the original grains [53].
Fig. 42. OIM maps of Mg alloy AZ31 deformed to strains of (a) 0.10 and (b) 0.30 at 673 K and 3  103 s1 [70]. Thin white lines
correspond to boundaries of misorientation >2, thin black lines >4, and thick black lines >15. Colors represent the
crystallographic orientations indicated in the inverse pole ﬁgure.
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are summarized in Fig. 40. Here are illustrated the strain dependences of: (a) the average size of UFGs,
dUFG, along with the spacing of MSBs, (b) the average boundary misorientation, hAV, in the UFG regions,
and (c) the UFG volume fraction, VUFG [205]. It is important to note that the sizes of the new grains
appearing at medium to large strains are similar to the minimum spacing between MSBs and that this
Fig. 43. (a) True stress–true strain curves of Mg alloy AZ31 during MDF at 623 K (thin line) and MDF at temperatures decreasing
from 623 K to 403 K (thick line). The pass strain De was 0.8. (b) Changes in grain size during MDF at 623 K (broken line) and at
temperatures decreasing from 623 K to 403 K (solid line) [209].
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ually at moderate and high strains. The volume fraction of new grains VUFG increases gradually with
deformation in the strain range investigated and approaches 0.85. The results of Fig. 40 indicate that
the evolution of new grains is closely linked to the formation of MSBs. The gradual ﬂow softening
appearing at medium to large strains (see Fig. 37) takes place concurrently with the gradual develop-
ment of UFG structures and is probably associated with the loss of dislocations in this strain range
[205].
The effect of temperature on the hAV–Re curves for the AA7475 is represented by the solid lines in
Fig. 41 [53]. The values of hAV in the remnants of the original grains present at high strains are
indicated by the broken lines in the same ﬁgure. These hAV–Re curves can be divided into three stages;
i.e. an incubation period for the formation of new grains (stage 1), a rapid increase in hAV accompanied
by the development of MSBs and new grains (stage 2), and the continuous spreading of MSBs and
UFGs over the whole volume (stage 3). It is important to note that the values of hAV in stage 1 and
the sudden increase in stage 2 are not affected by temperature. By contrast, in stage 3, hAV increases
at a higher and higher rate as the temperature is increased. Such results are similar to those described
above for the Fe–20% Cr alloy (Fig. 36). Note that the values of hAV developed in stage 1 are similar to
those associated with the grain remnants at large strains; these hover around 5, indicating that some
conventional subgrains with LABs introduced in stage 1 remain stable during deformation. These do
not transform into UFGs with HABs even at large strains, a phenomenon that has not been explained
to date. The presence of low-misorientation dislocation substructures as well as fully formed grains
after SPD unambiguously testiﬁes to the heterogeneous development of UFGs. The formation of these
grains thus necessarily involves the inhomogeneous distribution of dislocations, whether these are in
MSBs or in the vicinity of grain boundaries, as will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.2.
We turn now to UFG formation and the mechanisms operating in magnesium (Mg) alloys, that is, in
hexagonal closed packed materials. Some typical OIM micrographs for Mg alloy AZ31 compressed to
strains of 0.1 and 0.3 at 673 K are presented in Fig. 42 [70]. The r–e curve displays strain softening,
with a smooth stress peak at ep = 0.12, followed by steady-state ﬂow at e > 0.5 (see Fig. 43a). It can
be seen in Fig. 42a that several initial grains have become fragmented by kink bands and that substan-
tial misorientations have already developed in the grain interiors at e = 0.10; ﬁne grains have also
formed along the corrugated grain boundaries. These new boundaries have evolved from kink bands
as well as microbands [4,187,53,206].
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yond ep, the fraction of new grains increases rapidly until a new equiaxed microstructure ﬁnally
forms throughout the material at e > 0.5. It can be seen that the crystal orientations are almost ran-
domly distributed while some coarse grains are retained within the ﬁne grained regions. It should be
noted that the sizes of the new grains are similar to those of the regions fragmented by the kink
bands in Fig. 42a and that they do not change during further deformation to high strains [70]. This
indicates that each fragmented region initially surrounded by low to medium angle boundaries
gradually transforms in situ into grains surrounded by HABs and that the latter do not grow during
further deformation. Thus it can be seen that the evolution of new grains in Mg alloys results from a
series of strain-induced reactions; that is, from kinking of the original grains followed by the in situ
formation of UFGs even at e < 1.
The effect of decreasing temperature conditions on the process of grain reﬁnement during MDF of
the Mg alloy AZ31 is illustrated in Fig. 43 [207]. Some typical true stress–cumulative strain (r–Re)
curves are presented in Fig. 43a, while the corresponding grain size changes taking place are shown
in Fig. 43b. During MDF under decreasing temperature conditions, the ﬂow stress increases and
concurrently the grain size decreases drastically, leading to the development of 0.23 lm UFGs after
7 compression passes to Re = 5.6 at 403 K (solid line). During isothermal MDF at 623 K, on the other
hand, the ﬂow stresses do not change and the average grain size remains almost constant at about
6.7 lm at strains up to Re = 4.8 (broken line). Such excellent grain reﬁnement during decreasing
temperature MDF has also been observed in Mg alloy AZ61 [208]. Such UFG Mg alloys, with much
improved mechanical properties and workability, have been studied in detail [207–210].4.3. Mechanisms of strain-induced UFG formation during SPD
4.3.1. Models of strain-induced UFG formation
Several mechanisms for the formation of UFGs during SPD have been proposed and discussed. One
of the practical applications of UFGed metals and alloys is subsequent forming by superplastic meth-
ods, as a critical condition for superplasticity is the presence of an UFG microstructure. This can be
achieved in almost all metallic materials [211]. A widely used superplastic forming method involvesFig. 44. Schematic illustration of UFG development during hot deformation of prior cold and warm worked alloys. The subgrain
rotations taking place are accompanied by sliding along the grain boundaries during hot deformation at low strain rates
[212,213].
Fig. 45. Schematic illustration of UFG development during unidirectional plastic working to large strains. Directional ribbon
grain structures form through a grain subdivision process at ambient temperature or through the pinch-off of serrations (i.e.
geometric DRX) at elevated temperatures [168,214].
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Such an approach has been successfully realized in high SFE materials such as the aluminum alloys.
The mechanism of UFG formation in this case involves the gradual transformation of dislocation sub-
structures into UFGs with HABs, as shown schematically in Fig. 44. The prior cold or warm working
introduces a high density of dislocations, which transform into polygonized subgrains upon heating
to the processing temperature. During subsequent hot deformation, progressive subgrain rotation
takes place, followed by the transformation of subgrains with LABs into UFGs with HABs. Since these
UFGs result from continuous reactions during deformation, such sequences of structural change have
been referred to as continuous dynamic recrystallization, i.e. cDRX.
It should be noted that UFG structures in high SFE materials can be produced by warm to hot defor-
mation under certain conditions without previous cold working. Following the formation of disloca-
tion sub-boundaries with low misorientations, the new grains develop as a result of increasing the
density of dislocations trapped by the sub-boundaries during deformation, leading to the gradual
transformation of LABs into HABs; this is the essence of cDRX [25–29,32–37]. Gourdet and Montheillet
have developed such a cDRX model [33,36] by ﬁrst assuming the presence of a homogeneous
distribution of dislocations, which then evolves as a result of DRV. During this process, the densities
of both the interior as well as sub-boundary dislocations increase with continued straining. This model
links the ﬂow stress to some of the microstructural parameters and is able to predict the evolution of
crystallite size and dislocation density with strain under various deformation conditions.
Another mechanism of structural change involves severe cold rolling at ambient temperature
[168]. This produces pancake-shaped grains that have been elongated along the rolling direction; con-
currently, high dislocation density substructures are formed that subsequently develop into new
grains. These events culminate in the formation of UFGs that are ﬁner at lower temperatures. Further
deformation results in the development of lamellar microstructures, known as ribbon grain structures,
where both the original as well as the strain-induced HABs are rotated into the rolling plane [168] (see
Fig. 45). The HAB spacing decreases with strain, approaching the cell/subgrain size at large strains.
This resembles the mechanism known as geometric DRX, which was originally proposed to account
for the appearance of new grains in aluminum alloys during large strain rolling and torsion at elevated
temperatures [168,214]. The closely spaced HABs of the pancake-shaped grains frequently become
serrated during deformation and approach each other at high strains. Eventually, some serrations
Fig. 46. Schematic model of UFG formation from cell structures based on TEM observations of the microstructures developed
under SPD conditions. The misorientations between the sub-boundaries increase with strain and approach those of HABs at
large strains [30,171,186,190].
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HABs and LABs (Fig. 45).
The strain-induced HABs that develop during cold working can generally be characterized as geo-
metrically necessary boundaries. The evolution of these boundaries is, by deﬁnition, associated with
differences in the operating slip systems within individual regions of particular grains that result in
subdivision of the grain into microvolumes. The various microvolumes then experience different rota-
tions during plastic deformation. Hughes and Hansen have shown that different parts within an initial
grain rotate towards different stable end orientations [215]. In this way, the spatial and misorientation
distributions of the strain-induced HABs are determined by the orientations and rotations of the
individual microvolumes. The rotation parameters of the individual microvolumes depend, in turn,
on their orientations with respect to the current stress state together with the effects of the
constraints imposed on them by their neighboring microvolumes.
The nucleation mechanism for strain-induced boundaries has also been treated in terms of junction
disclinations [186,216,217]. A dislocation ﬂux across any faceted grain boundary in the course of
plastic deformation leads to accumulation of the grain boundary misﬁt dislocations that are required
to accommodate the plastic shear and rotation associated with the strain incompatibilities. The distri-
bution of these misﬁt dislocations is generally different at different boundary facets and depends on
the crystallographic orientation of each grain with respect to the boundary plane. Thus, differences in
the boundary misorientations at various facets create rotation type defects, i.e., junction disclinations,
the magnitudes of which increase with strain. The internal stresses associated with the junction dis-
clinations can be released by the formation of new interfaces. According to this view, when the inter-
nal stresses generated by the junction disclinations exceed a critical value, secondary slip systems are
activated and the subsequent rearrangement of the stored dislocations results in the formation of new
strain-induced sub-boundaries. In this way, the misorientations associated with strain-induced
boundaries are in direct proportion to the strain applied.
Early studies of SPD carried out mainly by HPT indicate that the UFGs appearing at large strains
have replaced the cells and subgrains formed at low to moderate strains [30,172,186,190]. The sche-
matic drawing presented in Fig. 46 illustrates the sequence of microstructural changes leading to the
presence of UFGs at large strains. The UFG structures are considered to result from the gradual trans-
formation of the preceding cellular substructure. The dislocation density in the cell walls increases
progressively under SPD conditions. Dislocations with Burgers vectors lying in the boundary plane
are responsible for grain boundary sliding and shearing, while other dislocations provide the increase
in boundary misorientation in accordance with their combined Burgers vectors. In this way, the sub-
boundary misorientations increase with strain and approach values typical of conventional HABs at
sufﬁciently large strains.
Numerous analyses of UFG formation have also been carried out based on dislocation density mod-
els [218–222]. Estrin and Vinogradov have recently reviewed these models [223]. Following Mughra-
bi’s approach [224], which considers deformation substructures as composite crystals consisting of
hard dislocation walls of high dislocation density and soft cell interiors of low dislocation density, ﬂow
Fig. 47. Dependence of the average sub-boundary misorientation on cumulative strain in Al alloy 2219 ECAP at 523 K [226],
pure Cu MDF at 195 K, 300 K and 473 K [46,48,196], and Mg alloy AZ31 compressed at 673 K [70].
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assumption that strain hardening during cold working is associated with an increase in the dislocation
density. The square root of the latter is, in turn, inversely proportional to the subgrain size. The models
proposed to date adequately describe the generally observed decrease in hardening rate towards zero
at large strains.
An interesting grain fragmentation model has recently been proposed by Toth et al. [225]. On the
basis of numerous experimental observations, these authors have taken the large grain rotations
occurring during SPD into account. These rotations are not uniform within the grains because of the
inﬂuence of the grain boundaries and neighbors. As a result, the crystallographic orientations that de-
velop in the regions near the boundaries differ from those associated with the grain interiors. This
difference increases progressively with strain. According to these authors [225], the differences in
crystallographic orientation between different regions within a grain are accommodated by the
geometrically necessary dislocations that are introduced to provide the required lattice curvature.
Then, increases in the density of the curvature-providing dislocations result in the appearance of
new strain-induced boundaries.
This picture of grain fragmentation based on the introduction of lattice curvature is able to predict
one of the most important features of microstructural evolution during SPD, namely the development
of strain-induced boundaries, which are essentially the geometrically necessary ones. This bears some
similarity to the earlier dislocation density-based models, in which the formation of UFG is described
in terms of the gradual and homogeneous transformation of dislocation cell walls into HABs during
SPD. Nevertheless, one difference between the two types of model is that, in that of Toth et al.
[225], the new grains develop predominantly in the vicinity of grain boundaries, where the constraints
are higher, while in that of Gourdet and Montheillet [33,36], the new grains are distributed relatively
homogeneously. In spite of the simpliﬁed mechanism for new boundary formation and the adoption of
arbitrarily selected parameters such as the boundary friction to quantify the effect of the boundaries
on the lattice rotation, the lattice curvature-based model can provide a quantitative description of the
deformation behavior during SPD, i.e., it can predict the stress–strain curve, the extent of grain reﬁne-
ment, the texture evolution, etc.
In summary, during SPD, the low misorientation sub-boundaries introduced at low strains trans-
form into grain boundaries with HABs; this ﬁnally leads to a full UFG microstructure at large strains
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cubic materials, the new grains evolve homogeneously from the subgrains formed at low strains. This
process is therefore considered to be a ‘single step’ reaction and not to involve nucleation and growth,
a two-step process. Such models, however, are unable to account for all of the experimental results
described in Section 4.2. For example, the following ‘sub-steps’ can be distinguished (see Figs. 36,
41, 47 and 51), which will be considered in more detail in the next section:
(1) The UFGs develop partly heterogeneously, through the formation of deformation bands and
kink bands (Figs. 29, 31, 33, 38, 39 and 42), and partly homogeneously; the latter process does
not extend throughout the material even at large strains (Figs. 36, 38, 40 and 42).
(2) Some of the subgrains developed at low strains and delineated by LABs exist stably and do not
transform into UFGs with HABs in remnants of the original grains, even at large strains
(Fig. 41).
(3) The UFGs formed at low temperatures are often ﬁner than the subgrains that ﬁrst appear in the
microstructure, as discussed in more detail later (Fig. 49).
4.3.2. A new model for the strain-induced formation of UFGs
The continuous increase in misorientation between subgrains during SPD is an essential feature of
the strain-induced formation of UFGs, as discussed above. The kinetics of this process can be described
using the dependence of the sub-boundary misorientation hAV on the total accumulated strain Re. The
hAV–Re relationships determined on Al alloy 2219 ECAP at 523 K [226], pure Cu MDF at 195 K to 473 K
[46,48,196], and Mg alloy AZ31 compressed at 673 K [70] are illustrated in Fig. 47. The important re-
sults that can be deduced from this ﬁgure can be summarized as follows:
(1) hAV–Re curves can be divided into three stages. The ﬁrst is characterized by a rapid rise in hAV
followed by a small plateau at about 5. In the second stage, the misorientations begin to
increase rapidly again beyond a critical strain, ec. The third stage corresponds to large strains,
at which hAV approaches its saturation level (Figs. 32, 36, 40 and 41). The HAB fraction vs. cumu-
lative strain (FHAB–Re) curves can also be subdivided into three stages, which correspond to
those of the hAV–Re curves (Fig. 36).
(2) MSBs and kink bands begin to appear at ec and accompany the formation of UFGs along the
bands during second stage deformation (Figs. 33 and 38). Finally, in the third stage, the UFG
microstructure spreads through the whole volume accompanied by the further formation of
MSBs. The average size of the UFGs remains essentially constant during this process.
(3) The process of forming UFGs during SPD is similar, whether deformation takes place by MDF,
ECAP, or other methods.Fig. 48. Schematic drawing of the development of (a) microshear bands at low strains and (b) the subsequent formation of new
grains at their intersections and along the bands at sufﬁciently large strains [202].
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can be seen from Fig. 47 that the values of ec are about 1 in Cu, 1.5 in ferritic steel (Fig. 36) and
over 2 in an Al alloy. All these are cubic materials. The ec for Mg alloy AZ31, on the other hand, is
far below 1, i.e. around 0.1, and the kinetics of UFG formation in this case are the most rapid
among the materials shown in Fig. 47. This difference can be attributed to the hcp nature of
these alloys.
(5) The effect of temperature on the kinetics of grain reﬁnement is negligible in the ﬁrst and early
second stages of this process. The third stage kinetics, on the other hand, are retarded when the
deformation temperature is decreased. As a result, the saturation value of hAV at large strains is
lower for cold than for warm or hot deformation, as seen in Figs. 32 and 36.
In keeping with the results summarized above, the present authors have proposed a model for
strain-induced UFG formation based on the evolution of MSBs followed by grain fragmentation. This
is particularly applicable to cubic materials and can be referred to as the MSB model, illustrated in
Fig. 48 [202]. In the ﬁrst stage of the process, i.e. 0 < e < ec, the dislocations introduced by the deforma-
tion are arranged in cellular substructures. The formation of MSBs in the second stage of the process
causes fragmentation of the original grains leading to a rapid increase in hAV. The orientations of adja-
cent domains (e.g. A and B in Fig. 48), are not signiﬁcantly changed by microshearing at this stage.
However, on further deformation, the number of MSBs and the boundary misorientations increase
rapidly, as shown in Fig. 35. Then, when the latter become large enough, UFGs develop ﬁrst at the
intersections and subsequently along the MSBs [50,202]. In this way, the multiple shearing along var-
ious directions introduced by MDF accelerates the formation of UFGs in the grain interiors, leading to
the propagation of the equiaxed microstructure through the entire volume. It can be concluded, there-
fore, that the condition for the formation of UFGmicrostructures in cubic materials is the development
of a high density of MSBs throughout the material (Figs. 24, 31 and 33). This can only be achieved by
means of SPD to large strains.
In Mg alloys, on the other hand, MSBs are replaced by kink bands, which develop in the grain inte-
riors at much lower strains, e.g. 0.1. These fragmented regions become new grains even at strains be-
low 1 (Figs. 42 and 43). Here the MSBs in the diagram of Fig. 48a are replaced by kink bands and new
grains appear even after light deformations. Thus grain formation results from the introduction of kink
bands.
According to the model of Fig. 48, the dynamic formation of UFGs during SPD results from a series
of continuous strain-induced reactions. First there is the development of MSBs (or kink bands in hcp
materials); this is followed by grain fragmentation and the formation of new grains. The overall pro-
cess corresponds to continuous DRX (cDRX) and is actually a one-step phenomenon. Although, new
grains are ﬁrst formed heterogeneously, they spread homogeneously through most of the remaining
volume at large strains. The average size of the UFGs that appear in this way does not change during
SPD. By contrast, conventional dDRX involves a two-step process, i.e. the nucleation of new grains sur-
rounded by HABs followed by their growth by means of long-range migration, as described in Section
3. It should be noted that in cDRX the new grain structure does not completely replace the original
microstructure even at very large strains (Figs. 36, 40 and 41). This appears to be because certain grain
orientations are resistant to the development of MSBs and kink bands (Figs. 38 and 42).
The mechanism of UFG formation involves the generation of geometrically necessary boundaries in
the early stages of SPD [44,187,188,197–199]. These appear between domains of the original grains
where the combination of operative slip systems differs somewhat. On further deformation, the mis-
orientations increase rapidly due to the continued occurrence of dislocation slip within the individual
domains. In contrast to previous studies of grain subdivision, the mechanism of UFG formation pre-
sented here considers MSBs as planar regions of localized shearing that are formed in response to
the concurrent operation of different sets of slip systems. The microshearing eventually results in
the development of a number of HABs (see Fig. 31c). The effect of the constraints imposed by grain
neighbors on the formation of GNBs may be similar to that in the lattice curvature model proposed
by Toth and co-workers [225,227]. In the second stage of UFG formation, the latter appear primarily
at MSBs intersections, where the intersecting boundaries form microcrystallites. This is accompanied
by the transformation of the sub-boundaries into grain boundaries. Following UFG formation at MSB
Fig. 49. Relationships between ﬂow stress and dynamic grain or subgrain size in pure copper deformed to large strains over a
wide temperature range [46,48]. The 195 K result [196] is indicated by a solid mark.
T. Sakai et al. / Progress in Materials Science 60 (2014) 130–207 175intersections, other UFGs develop along the MSBs and then spread throughout the sample on further
straining. Since the development of UFGs in the third stage is closely associated with dynamic recov-
ery, the kinetics of UFG formation are accelerated by an increase in deformation temperature.
4.4. Effect of temperature and strain rate on the formation of strain-induced UFGs
4.4.1. Low SFE materials
The relations between ﬂow stress and dynamic grain and subgrain size, D and d, in pure Cu are
summarized in Fig. 49 [46,48,196]. These are commonly expressed as power law functions of the ﬂow
stress r with a grain size exponent of about 0.3 in the region where r > 200 MPa and of 0.75 when
r < 200 MPa. Over both ranges, the subgrain size exponent is 1. When r < 200 MPa, conventional
dDRX takes place during deformation above 0.5Tm and new grains surrounded by HABs develop as
a result of nucleation by grain boundary bulging followed by grain growth. The resulting grain size
is determined by the dynamic equilibrium established between the nucleation rate and the HAB
migration rate (see Fig. 15). Under such conditions, the grain size is much larger than the subgrain size
because of the long-range migration of HABs until impingement.
By contrast, when r > 200 MPa, i.e. during deformation at temperatures below 0.5Tm, the grain
boundaries no longer have the ability to migrate. Under these conditions, the new grains are produced
by a series of strain-induced reactions, that is as a result of cDRX, as discussed in detail in Section 4.2.
As the grain size generally cannot be ﬁner than the subgrain size, there is a limit to the amount of grain
reﬁnement that can be achieved during cold working. This limit is indicated by the full circle in Fig. 49,
applicable to processing Cu at 195 K. It appears that sub-boundaries cannot form in grains less than
200 nm in diameter because of the strong elastic interactions between dislocations
[39,195,196,228]. For example, there are no cells within the UFGs produced at Re = 12 at 195 K, while
subgrains clearly develop at Re = 6, as can be seen in Figs. 31c and 31d.
The relations between the normalized steady state stress r/G (G is the shear modulus) and the
grain size D and subgrain size d over a wide range of deformation conditions are summarized in
Fig. 50. These results apply particularly to low SFE metals and alloys, i.e. copper [46,48,196]
(Fig. 49), 304 stainless steel [50], Ni–20% Cr alloy [229] and Ni–30% Fe alloy [230]. It should be noted
in Fig. 50 that the r/G vs. D relationship can be expressed by a power law function with grain size
exponents of about 0.3 or 0.75 depending on whether r/G is greater or less than 5(±1)  103.
Fig. 50. Relationships between normalized ﬂow stress r/G and DRX grain size D or subgrain size d in 304 stainless steel [50],
Ni–20% Cr alloy [229], Ni–30% Fe alloy [230] and pure Cu (Fig. 49).
Fig. 51. (a) Dependence of average sub-boundary misorientation hAV on accumulated strain in AA2219 after repeated ECAP at
temperatures from 523 K to 748 K [52,226]. (b) Temperature dependence of the volume fraction of UFGs, VUFG, in Al–3% Cu and
AA2219 deformed to Re = 12 by ECAP [52,231] and AA7475 deformed to Re = 9 by MDF [53].
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the entire range tested. A point of interest is that in the transition region in the vicinity of
r/G  5(±1)  103, mixed grain structures are observed; this is because both cDRX and dDRX are
operating concurrently.
4.4.2. High SFE materials
In high SFE materials, only cDRX can take place, accompanied by dynamic recovery; this holds over
the entire processing temperature range, from T/Tm near 0 to 1. Some misorientation angle vs. cumu-
lative strain (hAV–Re) curves for strain-induced boundaries in an aluminum alloy are presented in
Fig. 51a. Here a coarse-grained AA2219 was deformed by ECAP at temperatures from 523 to 748 K
Fig. 52. Schematic drawings comparing the dependences on cumulative strain of the sub-boundary misorientation hAV,
developed during SPD under two conditions: (a) at relatively low temperatures in highly alloyed materials containing ﬁne
particles, and (b) at temperatures above 0.5Tm in lightly alloyed materials. The values of hAV in the interiors of the initial grains
are indicated by the broken line [232].
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curves of the ferritic steel (Fig. 36), AA7475 (Fig. 41) and Cu (Fig. 47) presented above. Note, however,
that the effect of temperature on the hAV–Re relationship for the AA2219 differs from that described
above for the latter materials, i.e. the ferritic steel, AA7475 and Cu. That is, hAV increases with temper-
ature in the latter materials, while it decreases with temperatures in the AA2219 in Fig. 51a. Such a
different behavior in the process of UFG formation will be discussed in detail below.
As shown in Fig. 40 above, the volume fraction of UFGs, VUFG, increases during SPD, approaching
saturation in stage 3 at large strains. Here, the temperature dependences of VUFG in stage 3 are illus-
trated in Fig. 51b for three aluminum alloys, i.e. AA2219 [52], AA7475 [53] and a binary alloy Al–3% Cu
[231]. It can be seen that these VUFG vs. T curves are clearly inﬂuenced by the chemical compositions of
the alloys tested. The main compositions were as follows: (i) 6.4Cu, 0.3Mn, 0.18Cr, 0.19Zr, 0.06Fe in
AA2219, (ii) 6.04Zn, 2.46Mg, 1.77Cu, 0.23Cr, 0.16Zr, 0.04Fe in AA7475, and (iii) a binary Al–3% Cu
(all in wt.%). It can readily be understood that the ﬁne particles in commercial alloys act to retard
or even prevent any relaxation of the strain gradients introduced during SPD. This results in the rapid
increase in misorientation of the sub-boundaries and MSBs and the formation of UFGs with HABs even
at temperatures above 0.5Tm. This also accounts for the higher misorientations and greater volume
fractions of UFGs in the commercial aluminum alloys than in a pure Al–3% Cu alloy at the same defor-
mation temperature, as seen in Fig. 51b.
The experimental results reviewed above indicate that there are two contrasting effects of temper-
ature on the process of UFG formation during SPD; these are shown schematically in Fig. 52 [232]. The
large strain value of hAV may approach: (a) a saturation value at temperatures below 0.5Tm, Fig. 52a; or
(b) values that decrease with increasing temperature at temperatures above 0.5Tm, Fig. 52b. We ﬁrst
consider the evolution of UFGs below 0.5Tm, i.e. the results of Fig. 52a. An increase in processing tem-
perature leads to a rapid increase in misorientation at large strains (i.e. in the third deformation stage).
This can be attributed to the increasing ease of dynamic recovery, which accelerates the rearrange-
ment of dislocations within the MSBs. Under such conditions, UFGs with HABs are developed more fre-
quently at higher temperatures.
Nevertheless, the formation of MSBs also plays an important role in the development of UFGs. This
process is, by contrast, also a mechanically-driven (athermal) one, as discussed in previous sections
[168,185,198]. Thus, the structural heterogeneities introduced by SPD generally decrease with in-
crease in temperature because of the following reasons: (i) the number of operating slip systems in-
creases, leading to more homogeneous deformation; (ii) there is more annihilation of dislocation
Fig. 53. Transient deformation behavior of AA7475 after MDF at 763 K on increasing or decreasing the strain rate: (a) true stress
vs. cumulative strain, and (b) grain size vs. cumulative strain. The data for continuous deformation at constant strain rate are
represented by dashed lines for comparison [235].
Fig. 54. Schematic representation of the transient behavior under dDRX conditions [67,235].
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readily in the matrix. As a result, the number of grains containing MSBs decreases at elevated temper-
atures [52,168,231–234], making it more difﬁcult for UFG formation. Conversely, at lower tempera-
tures, ﬁnely dispersed particles restrict dislocation rearrangement, leading to stabilization of the
substructure as well as the rapid formation of MSBs and UFGs.
It can therefore be concluded that the trends shown in Fig. 52a generally apply to all materials de-
formed at temperatures below 0.5Tm (and even at relatively high temperatures in highly alloyed mate-
rials containing ﬁnely dispersed particles). Conversely, those in Fig. 52b appear in lightly alloyed
materials deformed at temperatures above 0.5Tm. The latter corresponds to the behavior of AA2219
in Fig. 51a. It can also be concluded [46,48,196] that grain formation is generally controlled by a com-
bination of athermal processes at low to medium strains and thermally activated ones at large strains.
These mechanisms are discussed in more detail in the next section.
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The microstructural behavior associated with changes in strain rate has been studied by MDF
experiments carried out on an aluminum alloy. The effect of increasing or decreasing the strain rate
was established by deforming samples of AA7475 at 763 K [235]. The resulting r–Re curves and grain
size evolution are displayed in Fig. 53. When the strain rate is increased or decreased at Re = 2.1, the
ﬂow stress instantaneously increases or drops to approach the stress levels associated with continu-
ous deformation. Nevertheless, after increasing the strain rate, the ﬂow stress is lower than that devel-
oped at a constant strain rate of 3  102 s1, see Fig. 53a. This difference increases with strain and is
accompanied by an increase in VUFG. From Fig. 53b, it can be seen that the stable grain sizes developed
at large strains after a strain rate increase or decrease are noticeably greater than those produced dur-
ing continuous deformation. These microstructural changes are consistent with the grain formation
process being controlled by cDRX.
For comparison, the transient deformation behavior brought about by strain rate change testing
under conventional dDRX conditions is described here brieﬂy. The ﬂow stresses and microstructural
behaviors associated with constant and strain rate change tests are depicted schematically in
Fig. 54 [67,236]. These results stand in clear contrast to those appearing in Fig. 53. Here the dashed
lines represent continuous deformation at constant strain rate, while the solid lines show the results
obtained after strain rate changes. The observations that have particular relevance to the current dis-
cussion can be described as follows:
(1) When the strain rate is decreased, the ﬂow curve exhibits multiple peaks, because grain coars-
ening occurs. Conversely, after an increase in strain rate, the ﬂow curve displays a single peak
accompanied by grain reﬁnement. This behavior was discussed in more detail and illustrated in
Fig. 13.
(2) After a strain rate change, the two processes described in (1) above result in a new steady state
after further strains of e < 1. Both the ﬂow stress and the dynamic grain size ﬁnally approach
those attained during continuous deformation at the new strain rate [236].
(3) It can thus be concluded that the transient phenomena described above are completely revers-
ible and are therefore entirely controlled by thermally activated processes [67,236].
In the case of cDRX, by contrast, the strain-induced events involve irreversible phenomena, so that
the ﬂow stresses and grain sizes developed cannot be described by a unique function of the temper-
ature-corrected strain rate [237]. Such mechanically-induced phenomena are strongly affected by the
previous deformation history as well as by some material factors. The latter include the grain size, slip
systems available, second phase particles, etc. All of these affect the formation of strain-induced UFGs
and so should be studied systematically in more detail in the future.
4.5. Mechanical properties of strain-induced UFG materials
Signiﬁcant grain reﬁnement down to the nanometer level is the most promising route for improve-
ment of both the mechanical properties at ambient temperature and the workability at elevated tem-
peratures [30]. The development of UFG sizes in metals and alloys increases their strength due to grain
size strengthening. In the case of the UFG microstructures produced by plastic deformation, substruc-
ture strengthening due to the increased dislocation density and the presence of well developed sub-
grains also contributes to the strength. Furthermore, ﬁne grain sizes are critical for good workability
during hot deformation as they promote superplastic behavior. By reﬁning the grain size, the optimal
conditions for superplasticity can extended to lower temperatures or higher strain rates, changes that
are useful for industrial applications [211].
With regard to the mechanical properties at ambient temperature, an increase of strength is gen-
erally accompanied by a degradation in the ductility. Desirable combinations of mechanical proper-
ties, namely increased strength with sufﬁcient ductility, can therefore be produced by reﬁning the
microstructure. The latter is in turn controlled by processing variables such as the temperature and
strain as well as by post-deformation heat treatments. Highly impressive improvements in the
mechanical properties produced by SPD have been reported for nanostructured titanium and copper
Table 3















Ti, Grade 1 MDF 0.1 – 730 18 [239]
Ti, Grade 1 MDF + cold rolling – – 875 18 [239]
Ti, Grade 2 MDF 0.2 810 – 18 [242]
Ti, Grade 2 MDF + cold rolling – 1210 – 9 [242]
Ti, Grade 2 Annealed at 800 C 50 255 380 29 [239,242]
Ti–6Al–4V MDF 0.5 1190 1220 9 [243]
Ti–6Al–4V MDF 0.4 1180 1300 7 [243]
Ti–6Al–4V MDF 0.3 1210 1350 7 [243]
Ti–6Al–4V MDF 0.15 1280 1400 7 [243]
Ti–6Al–4V MDF + cold rolling – 1460 1500 8 [242]
Ti–6Al–4V Annealed at 945 C + aged at 500 C 10 960 1050 9 [243]
Ti–6.7Al–4.7Mo MDF 0.06 – 1400 20 [239]
Ti–6.7Al–4.7Mo Forged at 950 C 4–6 – 1050 22 [239]
Table 4















AA1545 ECAP at 300 C 0.55 370 410 17 [250]
AA1545 Hot rolled at 320–380 C 18 260 395 17 [250]
AA1570 ECAP at 300 C 1.0 285 389 29 [250]
AA1570 ECAP + cold rolling 0.5 495 550 15 [250]
AA2014 ECAP at 170 C – 460 520 6 [248]
AA2014 As-cast 140 225 280 3 [248]
Al–3% Mg ECAP at room temperature 0.2 480 520 7 [247]
Al–3% Mg ECAP at room temperature + annealed at 200 C 0.58 240 310 23 [247]
Al–3% Mg Annealed at 400 C 300 55 230 32 [247]
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strengths of about 700 MPa and 400 MPa have been determined in Ti and Cu (more than twice their
conventional strengths). Concurrently, the elongations to failure exceeded 35% and 50%, respectively.
Thus, the mechanical properties of UFGmaterials processed by SPD are remarkable. Unfortunately, the
corresponding properties of large scale UFG materials are not as outstanding, as the strengthening is
usually accompanied by a deterioration in the ductility.
Among SPD methods, MDF is the simplest and can easily be scaled up for the processing of sizeable
semi-products. The mechanical properties of bulk Ti and its alloys processed by MDF have been de-
scribed in a series of papers by the group of Salishchev and co-workers [239–243]. Forging is usually
begun at 700 C to form a uniform ﬁne grained microstructure, which leads to an increase in the work-
ability. Then, the forging temperature is decreased by 50–100 C per step so as to produce various UFG
microstructures in the subsequent passes [243]. The grain sizes and tensile properties obtained in this
way are presented in Table 3, along with a reference to the properties of coarse grained counterparts.
The increase in tensile strength by a factor of three is quite remarkable for a commercially pure
material, although it is accompanied by a twofold decrease in ductility. In two-phase titanium alloys,
the production of UFG microstructures of 100 nm grain size strengthens the samples without any
detrimental effect on the ductility [239,243]. It should be noted in Table 3 that the strength properties
of UFGmaterials processed by SPD under warm deformation conditions can be further increased by an
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commercial application of SPD-based thermomechanical processing.
The ECAP process is frequently used for the production of UFG structures in various aluminum al-
loys [244–251]. These materials can be processed at temperatures below 450 C with the aid of tooling
made of commercial heat resistant steels. Some examples of the strength improvements achieved in
aluminum alloys by ECAP are presented in Table 4. A grain size decrease to well below 1 lm in a dilute
aluminum alloy brings about a nearly tenfold increase in yield stress to about 500 MPa [247]. Such
strengthening is accompanied by a signiﬁcant decrease in ductility, although the latter can be some-
what improved by an appropriate heat treatment. For instance, the annealing of an Al–3% Mg alloy at
200 C does not signiﬁcantly change the grain size (which remains at the submicron level and provides
strengthening), while the total elongation increases to 23%. The latter is comparable to that of a well
annealed coarse grained alloy [247]. It should be noted that additional cold working, e.g. rolling, after
ECAP can provide further increases in strength in UFG aluminum alloys in a manner similar to that
described above for titanium alloys.
Unfortunately, ECAP is rather laborious and time consuming and can only produce samples of lim-
ited size. As a result, it is unlikely that commercial applications will be found in its original form. Nev-
ertheless, attempts have been made to adapt the ECAP technique to industrial use [252–254]. One of
these combines ECAP with the Conform process [255] so as to produce UFG metals and alloys for large
scale commercial production in a continuous manner [253]. Another modiﬁcation is aimed at produc-
ing plate shaped products [252,254] using a die designed to accommodate the width of pressed sam-
ples. These samples can subsequently be rolled into advanced sheet materials.
The effectiveness of SPD for the production of UFG materials depends on the kinetics of grain
reﬁnement during plastic working, i.e. on the critical strains for the initiation and completion of cDRX.
Different metallic materials are characterized by differing kinetics of grain reﬁnement during SPD, as
seen in Fig. 47. The rapid achievement of nanocrystalline microstructures has been observed in mate-
rials that allow pronounced grain subdivision during plastic working. Typical examples of such mate-
rials are titanium (Ti), magnesium (Mg) alloys, and metastable austenitic steels [43,69,70,256–258]. In
contrast to the behaviors of hexagonal Ti and Mg alloys, grain reﬁnement in austenitic steels is accel-
erated by multiple mechanical twinning assisted by strain-induced phase transformation. This leads
to the rapid development of nanocrystalline microstructures at relatively low strains, which can be
readily attained using ordinary cold working methods. For example, UFG microstructures consisting
of a mixture of austenite and ferrite grains with average sizes of about 50 nm can be produced in
an austenitic stainless steel by MDF as well as by conventional cold rolling as long as total strainsTable 5















SUS316 MDF at room temperature 0.05 2050 2075 10 [260]
SUS316 MDF at 200 C 0.04 2100 2125 10 [260]
S304H MDF at room temperature 0.03 1430 1540 7 [261]
S304H MDF at room temperature + annealed at 500 C 0.05 1420 1570 5 [261]
S304H Cold rolling 0.05 2050 2065 2 [259]
S304H Cold rolling + annealed at 600 C 0.09 1345 1520 5 [259]
S304H Cold rolling + annealed at 700 C 0.17 1050 1160 9 [259]
Fe–27% Cr–9% Ni Cold swaging 0.16 1760 1800 7 [262]
Fe–27% Cr–9% Ni Cold swaging + annealed at 500 C 0.21 1690 1710 9 [262]
Fe–27% Cr–9% Ni Annealed at 1100 C – 600 740 – [262]
Fe–15% Cr Cold swaging 0.21 900 1090 11 [263]
Fe–15% Cr Cold swaging + annealed at 500 C 0.26 570 840 15 [263]
Fe–15% Cr Cold swaging + annealed at 600 C 0.40 465 640 24 [263]
UNS S32304 ECAP at room temperature 0.10 1460 1800 8 [264]
UNS S32304 ECAP at room temperature + annealed at 700 C 0.17 1100 1433 17 [264]
Table 6












Ti, Grade 1 0.1 450 104 115 0.30 [239]
Ti, Grade 1 0.2 550 5  104 190 0.32 [239]
Ti–6.7Al–4.7Mo 0.06 550 2  104 410 0.33 [239]
Ti–6.7Al–4.7Mo 0.06 575 2  104 1200 0.45 [239]
Ti–6Al–4V 0.3 600 5  104 500 0.34 [239]
Ti–11Mo–5.5Sn–4Zr 0.3 550 5  104 390 0.46 [239]
Ti–11Mo–5.5Sn–4Zr 0.5 625 7  104 580 0.47 [239]
AA7055 1.0 300 3  104 400 0.42 [254]
AA7055 1.0 450 102 680 0.38 [254]
AA7075 1.3 525 102 420 0.59 [265]
AA5024 0.8 250 3  103 885 0.42 [266]
AA5024 0.8 450 6  101 3300 0.20 [266]
AA1570 0.7 400–450 3  102–6  101 >1000 0.55 [267]
AA1421 0.8 300–450 102–101 >1000 >0.3 [268]
AA1443 4 350–500 103–101 >150 >0.3 [269]
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leads to signiﬁcant strengthening as the yield stress can be increased to more than 2000 MPa [259].
The UFG structures developed during SPD are quite stable as they resist grain growth upon subse-
quent heating, as discussed in Section 5 below in detail. Dual-phase microstructures are particularly
stable during annealing because the different phases limit grain growth. UFG materials of various
grain sizes and levels of residual stresses can, therefore, be readily produced in multi-phase steels
and alloys by appropriate combinations of SPD and annealing. Some examples of the mechanical prop-
erties of stainless steels containing UFG microstructures produced by various methods of SPD and
post-deformation annealing are presented in Table 5 [259-264]. The data indicate that beneﬁcial com-
binations of mechanical properties can be attained in metastable steels without requiring the applica-
tion of large strains. The UFG microstructures developed in this way remain essentially unchanged
during subsequent heat treatment. These ﬁndings open up fresh opportunities for the production of
advanced stainless steels.
Another important property of UFG materials is their hot workability. Processing under superplas-
tic conditions permits the production of complex parts from almost all structural metals and alloys
[211]. The wider commercial application of superplastic forming, however, is limited by the necessity
to use high temperature isothermal devices and low strain rates; the latter signiﬁcantly affect the
productivity. Grain size decreases down to the submicron level make it possible to utilize superplas-
ticity at relatively low temperatures and high strain rates. Some impressive superplastic properties of
UFG titanium and aluminum alloys processed by SPD are summarized in Table 6 [239,254,265–269].
Titanium and its alloys with nanocrocrystalline microstructures exhibit superplastic behavior at tem-
peratures of 450–600 C, which are well below 0.5Tm. In the case of the aluminum alloys, superplastic
forming can be carried out at strain rates as high as 0.1 s1. The results presented here indicate that
the UFG metallic semi-products produced by SPD are the outcome of numerous technological
advances.
The mechanical property and mechanistic aspects of grain reﬁnement by SPD have recently been
reviewed by Estrin and Vinogradov [223]. It should be noted that the development of UFG structures
by SPD changes various properties of processed metals and alloys and these changes are beneﬁcial for
certain applications. Under appropriate conditions of SPD, structural strengthening can be achieved
simultaneously with improvements in both the low- and high-cycle fatigue properties [270–272].
An unusual increase in impact toughness at low temperatures has been reported for UFG titanium
and low-alloy steels [273,274]. Ultra-fast diffusion rates have been observed in UFG nickel and copper
alloys; these were attributed to the non-equilibrium state of the strain-induced boundaries [275,276].
The high diffusion rates in UFG materials are favorable for surface treatments, e.g. by plasma ion
Fig. 55. (a) Effect of prior strain and time on Vickers hardness in copper after MDF to Re of 0.4 to 6.0 at 300 K and annealing at
573 K. (b) Fractional softening–annealing time curves derived from the hardness data in (a) [279].
T. Sakai et al. / Progress in Materials Science 60 (2014) 130–207 183nitriding, which can further improve their properties [277,278]. Because of their unique combinations
of properties, UFG metals and alloys can therefore be readily characterized as advanced materials and
excellent candidates for novel technological and engineering applications.5. Post-dynamic recrystallization – Annealing behavior after dynamic recrystallization
5.1. Post-cDRX
The annealing of metals has been frequently studied because of the importance of controlling the
resulting microstructures and textures [1–5,12,13]. Because the microstructures produced by dDRX
and cDRX are generally unstable at elevated temperatures, the effects of annealing them are reviewed
here. This examination will include a discussion of the mechanisms operating during annealing in
each type of recrystallizing matrix.
The annealing of copper deformed to large strains will be discussed ﬁrst. A series of room temper-
ature hardness vs. annealing time (Hv–t) curves is illustrated in Fig. 55a [279]. Here copper was de-
formed by multi-directional forging (MDF) at 300 K to various cumulative strains Re. It is evident
that the Hv–t curves depend sensitively on the prior deformation up to strains of about 2. Hv decreases
slowly at ﬁrst and then more rapidly until it ﬁnally approaches the fully annealed value. In this strain
range, conventional static recrystallization (SRX) takes place during annealing, i.e. new grains nucleate
after which the long-range migration of grain boundaries takes place. These curves are of conventional
sigmoidal shape and move to shorter times with increased strains.
At large cumulative strains, such as Re = 3.6 and 6.0, a steady state of ﬂow is achieved (see Fig. 28),
so that the Hv–t curves are no longer dependent on the prior strain. In this case, there is a sharp drop in
Hv at around 2–4 s, after which it decreases more gradually. It is important to note that, after large
prestrains, Hv does not drop to the fully annealed value at long times. This indicates that the UFG
structures developed at large strains are stable even during extended annealing. Also of interest are
the fractional softening–annealing time (XH–t) curves of Fig. 55b. These were derived from the Hv–t
curves of Fig. 55a using the equation: XH ¼ ðHe  HtÞ=ðHe  HoÞ. Here Ho, He and Ht are the hardness
values corresponding to the fully annealed state, the deformed state at a strain of e, and the interme-
diate state after annealing for time t, respectively. The data of Fig. 55b will be analyzed later together
with the results of Figs. 56 and 57.
Fig. 56. (a) Dependence of the average grain size (including twins) DT on annealing time at 573 K in copper MDF to cumulative
strains Re of 0.8–6.0 at 300 K. (b) TEM microstructure after annealing the copper deformed to Re = 6.0 for 2 s. The numbers
indicate the boundary misorientations in degrees [279].
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0.8 and 1.2, only the results after full SRX are displayed; this is because the microstructures developed
during SRX are mixed, being composed of both strain hardened and recrystallized grains. Here, the
grain size produced by recrystallization results from conventional grain growth, after which grain
coarsening takes place during prolonged annealing. By contrast, after prior strains of Re = 3.6 and
6.0, the grain size changes take place homogeneously in space during all stages of annealing. This type
of grain coarsening stands in sharp relief to the grain growth behavior observed immediately after
straining to Re = 0.8 and 1.2.
After large prior strains, the grain size changes take place in three stages: (1) First there is a kind of
incubation period with little change. (2) Then there is rapid grain coarsening at around 2–4 s.
(3) Finally, there is a gradual increase in grain size due to further coarsening. It is of interest that
the sharp changes in the second stage are associated with the rapid drop in Hv at 2–4 s in Fig. 55a.
Fig. 57. (a) Prior strain dependence of the average grain size DX=1.0 after full dSRX (Re < 2, left side of diagram), and full cSRX
(Re > 3, right side of diagram), in copper (solid line). The ﬂow stress vs. cumulative strain relationship for MDF at 300 K is shown
for reference. (b) Prior strain dependence of the times required for 10% and 90% softening, tX=0.1 and tX=0.9. These have been
corrected to show only the rapid softening produced by cSRX [279].
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This corresponds to the beginning of the second stage mentioned above. Here, ﬁne subgrains and
grains can be seen containing a range of dislocation densities; under these conditions, no new grains
were observed using optical microscopy [279]. The sizes of the grains containing low dislocation
densities ranged from 0.5 to 0.6 lm; these are larger than the average value of 0.2 lm determined
in the as-deformed sample (see Fig. 30). It should be noted that the former grains evolve in colonies
and appear to have consumed their high dislocation density neighbors. Thus, the results in Figs. 55 and
56 indicate that the ﬁnal microstructure is produced by a type of continuous SRX (cSRX) that is the
static analog of continuous DRX or perhaps of precipitate ripening or coarsening. The process of cSRX
that operates in UFG copper is clearly a mechanism that merits further study.
We turn now to the fractional softening curves of Fig. 55b and the grain size–time relationship of
Fig. 56a. After large strains and long holding times, the data can be approximated by a straight line and
it is evident that slow grain coarsening is taking place. According to this view, softening in the UFG
copper is composed of the following components: (i) about 60% takes place by rapid cSRX; (ii) 30%
is due to slow grain coarsening, and (iii) 10% remains in the material, even after long annealing times.
The latter supports the view of Humphreys [280] that the UFG structures introduced by SPD are rather
stable thermally. As will be shown below in more detail when the TEM results are presented for
the 304 stainless steel (Fig. 59), the rapid softening (60%) stage involves the removal of the high
dislocation density subgrains and the more gradual (30%) stage the removal of lower density regions
and some grain coarsening. The lowest density regions persist even after long annealing times because
of the low driving force for coarsening.
The prior strain dependences of some of the parameters in Figs. 55 and 56 are presented in Fig. 57
[279]. The grain size DX=1.0 after full SRX or cSRX in Fig. 56a is plotted against the cumulative strain Re
in Fig. 57a, together with the associated ﬂow stress (see Fig. 28). The strain dependence of the time
required for 10% and 90% softening, tX=0.1 and tX=0.9 in Fig. 55b is depicted in Fig. 57b. It can be seen
that DX=1.0, tX=0.1 and tX=0.9 decrease rapidly with increasing strain during work hardening and the early
stages of steady-state ﬂow, ﬁnally leveling out at strains above 3. This indicates that the transition
Fig. 58. Dependence on time of annealing at 973 K of the room temperature hardness (Hv), grain size (D), and internal stress
normalized by the shear modulus (s/G) in 304 stainless steel processed by MDF to Re = 6.4 at 873 K [201].
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the time difference DtX=0.1–0.9 can be taken as approximately proportional to the exponent in the JMAK
equation for SRX. This is about 2 for SRX (Re 3), and about 20 for cSRX (Re > 3). These values sup-
port the interpretation that SRX takes place after low prestrains and that cSRX operates in UFG struc-
tures after large strains.
We turn now to the annealing of UFG 304 stainless steel processed by MDF at 973 K. The effect of
annealing time on the room temperature hardness Hv is presented in Fig. 58. This material was
strained to Re = 6.4 at 873 K [201]. The dependences of the grain size D, and the internal stress nor-
malized by the shear modulus s/G are also shown. (Here, the latter were determined from distortions
in the diffraction patterns, as described in [193,195].) The annealing process can be subdivided into
three sequential stages, as indicated by the broken lines in Fig. 58. These ranges are similar to those
described above for the UFG copper in Fig. 56a. Hv ﬁrst decreases gradually during the ﬁrst stage; this
is followed by a rapid drop in the second stage. Then, during the third stage, the softening kinetics
slow down to the same low rate as in the ﬁrst stage. It should be noted that there is little grain coars-
ening in stage 1 even though some softening is taking place. Concurrently, the high internal stresses
(see below) developed in the UFG steel are rapidly released and approach zero. The main phenomenon
detected during the ﬁrst stage is the rapid decrease in internal stress, which is accompanied by a slight
decrease in the hardness. This is analyzed in more detail below.
Some TEM microstructures in the vicinities of the grain boundaries in the UFG 304 steel are illus-
trated in Fig. 59 [201]. These reveal the changes brought about by annealing for 450 s at 973 K.
Distorted crystallographic planes are evident in the as-processed state (Fig. 59a). The boundary is
identiﬁed by the small circles. In the sample annealed for 450 s, on the other hand, the structures asso-
ciated with the grain boundary regions are sharp and the crystallographic planes near the boundary
are straight. This is clearly indicated in Fig. 59b and corresponds to the beginning of the second stage.
It can, therefore, be concluded that high internal stresses are generated near the grain boundaries
during SPD [30,195,201] and that these are removed by static recovery during the early stages of
Fig. 59. TEM microstructures in a 304 stainless steel processed by MDF to Re = 6.4 at 873 K: (a) the as-deformed state, (b) and
(c) after annealing for 450 s at 973 K [201]. The misorientations between neighboring microcrystallites are around 60 in (a) and
45 in (b). (c) A mixed grain structure composed of some UFGs with high dislocation densities and others with low densities.
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[30,281].
Rapid grain coarsening takes place during the second stage of annealing, driven by the grain bound-
ary energy as well as by the removal of dislocations [4,280]. Some typical microstructures associated
with the beginning of stage 2 in the 304 steel are illustrated in Fig. 59c and in the copper in Fig. 56b.
Here, some of the UFGs contain high densities of dislocations and others have lower densities in their
interiors. These inhomogeneities are a distinctive feature of grain coarsening in stage 2 and disappear
at the beginning of stage 3 [201]. This process is accompanied by an increase in both the sub-boundary
misorientation hAV and the grain size D [195,279]. During the third stage that follows, by contrast, the
relatively slow coarsening rate is driven largely by the grain boundary energy. The growth exponent
for coarsening is about 4 in stage 3, Fig. 58b, which falls within the 2–10 range reported for single-
phase materials [4].
We now turn to the annealing behavior of a UFG Mg alloy. The dependences on time of the grain
size D, number of ﬁne grains below 10 lm in diameter N, and mean boundary misorientation hAV are
presented in Fig. 60a [282]. Some OIM micrographs showing the changes taking place during anneal-
ing at 503 K are illustrated in Fig. 60b. The AZ31 Mg alloy was compressed to e = 1.2 at 573 K and
quenched in water; subsequently, it was annealed for various times at 503 K. It can be seen in
Fig. 60b that most of the grains develop a (0001) texture, which then remains stable during annealing
[283]. This process can again be separated into three stages, as was done for the copper (Fig. 56) and
the 304 stainless steel (Fig. 58). The average grain size remains almost constant in stage 1, while grain
coarsening takes place in stages 2 and 3, accompanied by a decrease in N as well as an increase in hAV.
Fig. 60. (a) Dependence on annealing time at 503 K of the average grain size D, number of ﬁne grains N less than 10 lm in
diameter, and sub-boundary misorientation hAV in AZ31 alloy. The sample was compressed to e = 1.2 at 573 K. (b) OIM
micrographs and inverse pole ﬁgures of AZ31 alloy compressed to e = 1.2 at 573 K and then annealed at 503 K for various times
t. (1) t = 0 s, (2) t = 103 s and (3) t = 104 s. Colors corresponding to the crystallographic orientations are indicated in the inverse
pole ﬁgure. The line deﬁnitions are those of Fig. 42 [282,283].
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of the grain coarsening taking place in stage 3.
The annealing behaviors of the materials reviewed above, i.e. copper, 304 stainless steel, AZ31 Mg
and some UFG nickel and aluminum alloys [284,285] were shown to be remarkably similar. It can
therefore be concluded that static recovery (SRV) generally takes place, accompanied by a type of grain
coarsening during all 3 stages of annealing. Concurrently, the deformation texture hardly changes at
all (Fig. 60b). Thus cSRX (a type of static recovery) takes place homogeneously in space in a manner
somewhat analogous to that of cDRX during SPD, which is a type of dynamic recovery.
5.2. Post-dDRX
The annealing behavior after dDRX is reviewed brieﬂy here for several materials. The mechanisms
operating after dDRX are compared with those acting after cDRX, which were described in Section 5.1.
The effects of prior strain and annealing temperature on static softening (X–t) in copper and a 0.4%
carbon steel are illustrated in Fig. 61 [286,287]. Here softening was measured by means of
interrupted compression or tension testing. The degree of static softening X is deﬁned by the equation:
X = (re  ry2)/(re  ry1), where ry1 and ry2 are the initial and reloading yield stresses and re is the
ﬂow stress immediately before unloading.
A prior strain of 0.1 is less than the critical strain for dDRX (see the inset of Fig. 61a) and so only
dynamic recovery (DRV) takes place during straining. On increasing the prestrain to e = 0.60 in copper
and e = 0.26 in the carbon steel, dDRX has become fully developed. The ﬂow stresses generated at
Fig. 61. (a) Effect of prior strain on static softening in copper at 723 K measured by means of interrupted compression testing.
The microstructures developed at strains of 0.10 and 0.60 were (i) dynamically recovered and (ii) dynamically recrystallized,
respectively [286]. (b) Effect of annealing temperature on the static softening X vs. annealing time t relationship plotted
according to the Avrami equation in a 0.4 wt% C steel [287]. Interrupted tensile tests were carried out to prior strains of 0.10 or
0.26 at three sets of temperature and strain rate associated with the same value of the Zener–Hollomon parameter. Note that
two-step softening takes place after dynamic recovery (e = 0.10) and there is three-step softening as well as incomplete
softening after dDRX (e = 0.26).
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different conditions of temperature and strain rate. The latter lead to the same value of the Zener–
Hollomon parameter expressed by Eq. (1), indicating that the stored energies are similar despite
the different temperatures, strains, and strain rates employed.
The softening curve for e = 0.1 in Fig. 61a is of sigmoidal shape and approaches full softening. By
contrast, the X–t curve for e = 0.60 consists of three distinct stages with three plateaus, terminating
in incomplete softening within the time frame of the experiments. Some typical X–t curves for hot-
deformed austenite are presented in terms of the Avrami relationship in Fig. 61b. After prestraining
to e = 0.10, the initial stages of softening resulted from SRV and the second stage from SRX; these
mechanisms were identiﬁed from the slopes of the Avrami plots. By contrast, the softening curves
for e = 0.26 consist of three stages, as in the case of the copper deformed to e = 0.60 above. There is:
(i) an almost instantaneous initial stage of softening, leading to a plateau at X = 0.2; (ii) a second stage
of substantial softening with an Avrami slope of 0.36 terminated by a second plateau; and (iii) ﬁnally,
a third stage of softening to X = 0.7 followed by a third plateau. The three stages end in incomplete
softening. Note that the two sets of softening curves labeled 1, 2, 3 correspond to the annealing
Fig. 62. Three types of dislocation density distribution developed in a microstructure undergoing dDRX (full lines) and the post-
dynamic restoration behavior in each of the three regions (broken lines): (a) a recently nucleated dynamic grain growing into its
surroundings without requiring an incubation time, i.e. mDRX, (b) a growing dynamic grain containing a dislocation density
gradient, and (c) conventional SRX taking place in the fully strain - hardened dynamic grains. Here q0 is the initial (annealed)
dislocation density, qc is the critical value required for nucleation, and D is the current dynamic grain size (see Fig. 10) [288]. In
the TEM micrographs at the bottom, (d) evidence for mDRX after annealing for 0.03 s, (e) grain boundary impingement
occurring between a statically recrystallizing grain (lower left) and a dDRX grain containing a dislocation density gradient
observed after annealing for 10 s. Here nickel was deformed to e = 0.28 at 1050 K, annealed for various times at 1050 K, and
hydrogen quenched [288].
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and strain rate. After both prestrains, softening is most rapid at the highest temperature even though
the driving forces are identical.
Such softening behaviors in dDRX matrices result from the heterogeneous nature of the dislocation
substructures developed in the grain interiors, which were discussed in detail in Section 3. These vary
from grain to grain and are distributed rather heterogeneously [17]. The dynamic structures consist of
the following three categories, illustrated schematically by the solid lines in Fig. 62 [288] (see also
Fig. 10): (a) a freshly nucleated grain, (b) a growing dDRX grain containing a dislocation density
gradient, and (c) a critically strain-hardened dDRX grain containing a fairly homogeneous and well
developed substructure.
Once hot deformation has ceased, the just nucleated dDRX grains (Fig. 62a) continue to grow
without requiring an incubation time, as indicated by the dashed lines in this ﬁgure. This is referred
to as metadynamic recrystallization (mDRX), a term originally proposed by Jonas and co-workers
[288–290]. It is also known as post-dynamic recrystallization (pDRX). The growing dDRX grains
(Fig. 62b) contain few dislocations near their boundaries, so classical nucleation is not possible in
the grain interiors and they can only soften by SRV. Finally, the fully strain-hardened dDRX grains
(Fig. 62c) undergo SRV followed by nucleation, leading to classical SRX. Two TEM micrographs of
Fig. 63. Effect of prior strain on room temperature hardness vs. annealing time curves in nickel deformed to strains of
0.08–0.28, annealed for various times at 1050 K, and hydrogen quenched [288]. The microstructures developed at strains
of 0.08 and 0.14 were dynamically recovered and that at a strain of 0.28 dynamically recrystallized [288].
Fig. 64. Dependence of average grain size D on normalized annealing time t0 corresponding to the average experimental
temperature T = 873 K. The annealing temperatures used ranged from 723 K to 1023 K. The 3N and 4N copper samples were
deformed at 2  103 s1 to strains of 0.1 and 0.6 at 723 K and the 6NCu at 2  102 s1 to a strain of 0.6. The microstructures
developed at strains of 0.1 and 0.6 were dynamically recovered and dynamically recrystallized, respectively [286].
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Fig. 62 [288]. These provide evidence for (i) mDRX at t = 0.03 s in Fig. 62d; and (ii) grain boundary
impingement between a recrystallizing grain and a dDRX grain after annealing for t = 10 s in Fig. 62e.
Some annealing results obtained on Ni undergoing dDRX are displayed in Fig. 63. Here polycrystal-
line nickel was deformed in tension at 1050 K to various strains, held at this temperature for increas-
ing time intervals, and then hydrogen quenched [288]. After prior strains of 0.08 and 0.14, there is an
incubation period of 1000 s (e = 0.08) or 100 s (e = 14) after which HV drops rapidly due to SRX,
Fig. 65. Effect of annealing austenite deformed to strains of e = 0.19 and 0.80 on the average ferrite grain size Da produced by
rapid cooling. The Da–t curves are compared with the austenite fractional softening vs. annealing time (X–t) curves. An
interstitial free (IF) steel was deformed at 1233 K and 2  101 s1, annealed at 1233 K, and then rapidly cooled. The
microstructures developed at strains of 0.19 and 0.80 were dynamically recovered and dynamically recrystallized, respectively
[291].
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temperature and then quenched, the room temperature hardness HV does not decrease to the fully an-
nealed value. The HV–t curve for a dDRX structure at e = 0.28 contrasts sharply with those for the lower
prior strains. Here there is very rapid softening by recovery and SRX (not shown in Fig. 63) and then a
sharp drop during the period from 10 to 100 s due principally to mDRX. It should be noted, however,
that HV does not approach full softening after dDRX at long holding times.
The changes in grain size D with annealing time t0873 normalized to 873 K are illustrated in Fig. 64
for three kinds of pure copper with purities of 99.97, 99.99 and 99.9999 mass percent. These are des-
ignated as 3N, 4N and 6NCu, respectively [287]. Here, t0873 ¼ t expðQgb=RTÞ= expðQgb=RTmÞ where
Tm = 873 K is the mean temperature employed in these experiments and Qgb = 124 kJ/mol. The copper
samples were compressed to strains of 0.10 and 0.60 at 723 K (see Fig. 61a), after which they were
annealed at temperatures from 723 K to 1023 K. The effect of prior strain on the D–t0 curves for
3NCu and 4NCu is shown in Fig. 64a, while that for the 6N copper is illustrated in Fig. 64b. It is evident
from Fig. 64a that the rate of increase in grain size in the dDRX material (e = 0.6) is less than in the
work hardened matrix (e = 0.1), although the beginning of growth in the two materials (e = 0.1 and
0.6) takes place at almost the same time of around 10 s. This is probably linked to the inhomogeneity
of the dDRX microstructure illustrated in Fig. 62 above. The effect of purity on the D–t0 curves for
dDRX copper (e = 0.6) is displayed in Fig. 64b. In the 3N and 4N copper, the D–t0 relations can be
approximated by two lines of almost identical slope. The rate of coarsening in the 6NCu is nearly
the same, with the important difference being that the 6N grain sizes are consistently about twice
those in the 3N and 4NCu. This is in keeping with the high purity of the former material.
Some experiments carried out on an interstitial free (IF) steel deformed into the dDRX range and
then annealed are illustrated in Fig. 65 [291]. Here the ferrite grain size after transformation is plotted
against the time of annealing in the austenite (Da–t). The softening X–t curves for the austenite are
displayed in Fig. 65b. After a prestrain of 0.19, there is about 20% recovery, followed by SRX after
an incubation time of several seconds. Softening goes to completion in about 100 s. The austenite grain
sizes produced by recrystallization were not determined in this work, but it can be surmised that there
was coarsening after SRX in the time interval from 100 to 5000 s.
After a prestrain of 0.8, that is, after deformation well into the dDRX region, by contrast, there is
about 60% softening by recovery followed by mDRX at about 1 s. Such rapid softening is succeeded
by a small amount of softening (about 10%) due to SRX, after an incubation time that is again about
5 or 6 s for a total of about 80% softening. Here is can be seen in Fig. 65a that the grain sizes resulting
Table 7
Deformation boundary conditions and their associated deformation microstructures and annealing mechanisms.




1 Cold/warm deformation e < 1  2, T < 0.5Tm Strain hardened original grains dSRXa
2 Hot deformation e < 1  2, T > 0.5Tm dDRXb grains mDRX and dSRX
3 Severe plastic deformation 3 < e <1, 0 < T < Tm cDRX grains cSRX
a dSRX is generally referred to as ‘‘recrystallization’’ or SRX.
b dDRX is generally referred to as ‘‘dynamic recrystallization’’ or DRX.
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austenite and also that grain coarsening in the dDRX austenite hardly takes place after long annealing
times, because some recovered regions (see Fig. 62b) have dislocation densities that are too low to
permit the nucleation of SRX.
5.3. Concluding remarks
We summarize here the annealing characteristics of conventionally strain-hardened materials
(leading to SRX) and of the cDRX matrices produced during SPD. We also compare them with those
observed after conventional dDRX during hot deformation. It can be concluded from the above discus-
sion that three different types of annealing process operate depending on the nature of the deformed
microstructure, as shown in Table 7. These are: (i) the discontinuous static recrystallization (dSRX)
that takes place in strain-hardened materials deformed to strains of less than approx. 2; (ii) the mDRX
and dSRX that follow dDRX in materials subjected to strains of less than approx. 2 during hot defor-
mation; (iii) the cSRX that takes place in cDRX materials deformed to strains of at least 3 at ambient,
warm and high temperatures. Thus the terminology associated with recrystallization processes, as
shown in Table 7, has become considerably more complicated over the past ﬁfty years. It now includes
dDRX, mDRX, cDRX and cSRX, while for consistency SRX is referred to here as dSRX. The additional
terms have resulted from the expansion of the boundary conditions associated with plastic deforma-
tion, in particular with those introduced in experiments on high temperature deformation and on SPD.
The latter, in turn, have been driven by the scientiﬁc and technical interest in grain size reduction and
control. The resulting annealing microstructures are compared in Fig. 66 in accordance with the anal-
yses presented in Sections 3, 4 and 5.
The characteristics of the recrystallization (Xrex–t) curves for the three types of deformation micro-
structure can be summarized as follows:
1. Conventionally strain-hardened materials recrystallize by means of nucleation and growth, leading
to grain sizes in the range 10–1000 lm after deformation to prior strains no greater than about 2.
On a local scale, there are relatively high dislocation density regions and high strain (and orienta-
tion) gradients (Fig. 66a) that disappear when recrystallization is complete. The Xrex–t curve (see
Figs. 61 and 65) is of sigmoidal shape and approaches the value Xrex = 1 on full recrystallization.
During SRX, the microstructure is composed of a mixture of recrystallized and strain hardened
grains (see Fig. 1). After full recrystallization (Fig. 66d), normal grain coarsening can take place.
All of these phenomena have been frequently studied and reviewed [e.g. 1–5].
2. After deformation to strains of 3 or more by SPD, the cDRX microstructure is converted homoge-
neously into UFGs 0.01 to 1 lm in diameter. This microstructure contains some nonequilibrium
HABs and high dislocation densities in the grain interiors (Fig. 66b). After long annealing times,
softening is incomplete and falls in the range 0.9 < Xsoft < 1 (Fig. 55). The UFG microstructures pro-
duced in this way only undergo limited grain coarsening, which is accompanied by transformation
of the nonequilibrium boundaries into equilibrium ones. As the texture does not change during
annealing, cSRX is considered to be a single-step process. Thus cSRX differs from conventional
SRX (a two-step nucleation and growth process) in that it takes place homogeneously throughout
the UFG microstructure produced under cDRX conditions. After full recrystallization by cSRX
(Fig. 66e), normal grain coarsening can take place.
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tion substructures that vary from grain to grain (Fig. 66c, see also Fig. 62). A typical X–t curve
(see Fig. 61) is characterized by three distinct stages and remains incomplete in commercial metals
and alloys even after long annealing times. Stage 1 corresponds to static recovery and the begin-
ning of mDRX. The softening in stage 2 results principally from mDRX, i.e. the continued growth
of recently nucleated dDRX grains. In stage 3, not always observed, there may be further softening
by dSRX, which requires a relatively long incubation time. Long annealing times lead to the contin-
ued presence of recovered grains containing dislocation densities that are too low for the nucle-
ation of new grains (Fig. 66f). This process produces microstructures that are ﬁner than those
resulting from SRX in conventionally strain-hardened materials, but coarser than those produced
by the cSRX of cDRX microstructures.
6. Summary of dynamic and post-dynamic recrystallization
6.1. Dynamic recrystallization
At temperatures above 0.5Tm, the strain hardening produced by plastic deformation is counteracted
by dynamic restoration processes, such as dynamic recovery (DRV) and dynamic recrystallization
(DRX). The latter leads to strain softening at high strains, as described in the previous sections. The
state of understanding regarding DRX and DRV up to around 1980 was summarized above in Table 1
[13,15,20]. In materials of low to medium SFE (deformation conditions under which DRV is not par-
ticularly rapid), the dislocation density increases to a high level and eventually the local differences
in density are high enough to permit the nucleation of new grains, followed by the long-range migra-
tion of high angle boundaries (HABs). Such conventional DRX is considered to be a two-step phenom-
enon and is therefore sometimes referred to as discontinuous DRX (dDRX). In high SFE materials, by
contrast, the rearrangement and annihilation of dislocations readily take place through DRV, leading
to the formation of subgrains in the pancaked original grains. Under these conditions, the deformation
is controlled mainly by DRV.
Recently, it has been shown that, even when only DRV is operating, new grain structures can evolve
at very large strains, not only under hot working conditions, but even during straining at warm and
cold temperatures. This can occur in both low and high SFE materials. The mechanisms involved, as
described in detail in Section 4, can be considered as strain-induced continuous reactions that essen-
tially take place homogeneously through the whole volume. This phenomenon is therefore referred to
as continuous DRX (cDRX) and is essentially a one-step phenomenon. The regions of deformation tem-
perature (T/Tm) within which cDRX and dDRX operate were summarized in Table 2 [4,25,30]. Here it
was concluded that cDRX takes place in all metals and alloys irrespective of their SFE as long as
(T/Tm) < 0.5. When (T/Tm) > 0.5, only dDRX operates in low to medium SFE materials and only cDRX
in high SFE materials.
The characteristics of dDRX and cDRX considered in Sections 3 and 4 are summarized in Table 8.
Here it can be seen that the ﬂow behavior and the mechanism of new grain formation under cDRX
conditions clearly differ from those pertaining to conventional dDRX. An important difference involves
the critical strain ec for the nucleation of new grains. During conventional dDRX, the ec is located well
before the strain at which the stress peak appears in the ﬂow curve; it depends sensitively, not only on
temperature and strain rate, but also on the initial grain size (e.g. Fig. 6) [13,15,20]. During cDRX, on
the other hand, the ec corresponds to the initiation strain of the second stage in the hAV–Re curve (e.g.
Figs. 36, 41 and 52). Here MSBs begin to appear, resulting in the formation of microcrystallites
bounded by HABs at their intersections and along the bands. It should be noted that the ec for cDRX
does not particularly depend on temperature and strain rate. The characteristics summarized in Ta-
ble 8 indicate that cDRX involves the operation of both athermal and thermal processes, as discussed
in Section 4. Conventional dDRX, by contrast, is essentially thermal in nature, as it is largely controlled
by lattice diffusion. It is also of interest to note from Table 8 that two different annealing processes
operate after deformation: continuous static recrystallization (cSRX) in the matrices affected by cDRX
and mDRX in those subjected to dDRX, as discussed in Section 5.3. The annealing behavior after DRX is
considered in more detail in the next section.
Fig. 66. Schematic representations of the three types of as-deformed microstructure discussed in Section 5: (a) strain-hardened
microstructure produced by deformation to strains of 1 to 2, (b) UFG microstructure developed by cDRX as a result of
deformation to strains above 3, and (c) dDRX microstructure produced by hot deformation. On the right hand sides, the
respective microstructures developed by annealing are shown in (d)–(f). The hatched and blank regions contain dislocations
and are dislocation-free, respectively. Thick and thin lines represent HABs and LABs, respectively.
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The strain-hardened microstructures formed at strains below 1–2 are generally restored by static
recovery (SRV) and dSRX during annealing; this leads to the formation of new dislocation-free grains
after long annealing times. The process of dSRX involves the nucleation of new grains followed by the
long-range migration of HABs. During the operation of this process, there are clear boundaries be-
tween the new grains and the remaining strain-hardened regions. By contrast, the ultraﬁne grained
microstructures developed by severe plastic deformation (SPD) at strains above 3 are composed of
a fairly uniform network of HABs as well as of a high density of dislocations distributed over the entire
volume. This is brought about by the operation of cDRX, as discussed in Section 4. Such UFG micro-
structures containing HABs have the appearance of ones that have been conventionally recrystallized
when examined by optical and orientation imaging microscopy (see Figs. 4, 38 and 42) even though
their HABs are in a nonequilibrium state. During subsequent annealing, the nonequilibrium HABs
Table 8
Comparison of the characteristics of discontinuous (dDRX) and continuous (cDRX) dynamic recrystallization.
Type of dynamic recrystallization dDRX cDRX
Conditions
Strain Strain beyond ec (<1) Large strains above 3
Temperature (T/Tm) Above 0.5 0–1
Stacking fault energy (SFE) Low and medium Low to high
Flow behavior
Flow stress behavior Steady-state ﬂow following single or
multiple peak ﬂow
Pseudo steady-state ﬂow following
gradual strain hardening
Effect of temperature (T/Tm) or
strain rate ð _eÞ
Thermally activated ﬂow assisted by
lattice diffusion, resulting in the
appearance of reversible ﬂow
Mixed athermal and thermal
behavior, resulting in the appearance
of irreversible ﬂow
Microstructures
Nucleation sites and the critical
strain for nucleation (ec)
Nuclei form mostly along grain
boundaries. ec depends on T, _e and initial
grain size
Microcrystallites formwithin MSBs. ec
does not depend on T or _e
Characteristics of the dislocation
substructures
Substructures vary from grain to grain
and develop inhomogeneously
UFGs surrounded by nonequilibrium
HABs; dislocation substructures
develop homogeneously
Annealing behavior mDRX and dSRX cSRX
Fig. 67. Effect of MDF a 304 stainless steel at 873 K and annealing at 973 K on (a) average sub-boundary misorientation hAV, (b)
average grain size D, and (c) internal stress s/G (see also Fig. 58) [201].
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migration of the boundaries over the entire volume; that is, there is no recognizable nucleation and
growth of new grains (e.g. Figs. 56, 59 and 60). This type of post-deformation adjustment is essentially
a type of recovery, and has been termed continuous SRX (cSRX). The features of such continuous
processes suggest that there is a close connection between the operation of cDRX during deformation
and that of cSRX during the annealing of strain-induced UFG microstructures, as both involve the
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austenitic stainless steel that was severely deformed at 873 K and subsequently isothermally annealed
at 973 K were discussed (see Figs. 58 and 59) [201,204].
The changes in grain- and sub-boundary misorientation hAV, grain and subgrain size D, and internal
stress s/G during deformation and subsequent annealing of an UFG 304 stainless steel are presented
together in Fig. 67 [201,204]. The three annealing stages, i.e. recovery in stage 1, rapid grain coarsening
in stage 2, and slow grain coasening in stage 3, are similar to those observed in UFG Cu and Mg alloys
(Figs. 56, 58 and 60). Thus the process of SPD can be considered to correspond to a prior stage 0 in the
process of new grain formation, as shown in Fig. 67. During deformation, hAV gradually increases from
zero as sub-boundaries form; it ﬁnally attains a mean value of 30, signifying that HABs have been
developed. The ﬁne grains that appear in this way are more equiaxed than the preceding subgrains.
They are also accompanied by the development of high internal stresses. Concurrently, D does not
change signiﬁcantly.
During subsequent annealing, there is little change in either hAV or D in stage 1, while the internal
stresses are essentially released by the operation of SRV. This results in the transformation of the HABs
from being in a nonequilibrium to an equilibrium state (Figs. 58 and 59). Stage 2 is then characterized
by the rapid increase in both hAV and D over a short interval of time. In this stage, the denser disloca-
tion substructures including subgrains with LABs are consumed by the growing grains with HABs
[201]. During stage 3, further annealing leads to further grain coarsening, but at a lower rate, while
hAV remains approximately constant.
6.3. Concluding remarks
Static recrystallization (i.e. dSRX here) is a phenomenon in which new dislocation-free grains ap-
pear in strain-hardened metals and alloys during annealing [e.g. 1–6]. Here, there is a distinct break
between the deformation and annealing stages in the process of new grain formation. By contrast, dur-
ing SPD, new grains form during deformation without the application of an annealing treatment. These
strain-induced ﬁne grains are surrounded by non-equilibrium HABs, which can however be trans-
formed into equilibrium HABs if a further annealing treatment is applied. The principal distinction be-
tween new grain formation under dSRX and cDRX conditions is then that the HABs are formed during
annealing in the former case, while they are formed during deformation under SPD conditions.
The above discussion regarding new grain formation as a result of plastic deformation and subse-
quent annealing is summarized in Table 9. As can be seen, the formation of new HABs takes place dur-
ing annealing after low strain (conventional) deformation and during deformation in the high strain
(SPD) case. Some further small differences are involved, which are summarized below.Table 9
Effect of plastic strain on dSRX and cSRX taking place during the integrated processes of (1) deformation and (2) subsequent
annealing.
Process Range of strain
Low strains Very large strains
(e < 1–2) (e > 3–1)
(1) Deformation Nucleation sites develop
inhomogeneously in strain-hardened
matrices as a result of DRV
Microcrystallites with non-equilibrium
HABs evolve relatively homogeneously as
a result of cDRX
DXdeform
a  0 0.9 < DXdeform < 1.0
(2) Annealing Nucleation of new grains with HABs by
SRV followed by the long-range
migration of HABs; this occurs
inhomogeneously and is a two-step
reaction known as dSRX
Nonequilibrium HABs transform into
equilibrium ones and the short-range
migration of HABs occurs
homogeneously; this is a one-step
reaction and is referred to as cSRX
DXanneal  1 0 < DXanneal < 0.1
a Here DX refers to the volume fraction of new grains produced during the process of interest. The sum of the two volume
fractions, DXdeform and DXanneal, is set equal to 1. Values of DXdeform for the ‘‘very large strain’’ case, i.e. for cSRX, can be
determined from experiments such as those of Figs. 4c and 67.
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ever, their conversion into full-ﬂedged grains is different under dSRX (low strain) and cDRX (high
strain) conditions. After low strains, the nuclei develop into new grains during subsequent anneal-
ing. They are separated from each other by distances of 10–1000 lm and are distributed inhomo-
geneously. During high strain deformation, the ﬁne new grains are introduced without annealing.
However, they are enclosed by non-equilibrium HABs and contain high densities of dislocations.
These are developed essentially homogeneously at intervals of less than 1 lm.
2. During dSRX, the new grain distribution is inhomogeneous and involves the long-range migration
of HABs. If a material containing ﬁne grains formed by cDRX is annealed, only the short-range
migration of HABs takes place and this occurs homogeneously. The non-equilibrium HABs pro-
duced by the prior deformation are converted into equilibrium HABs.
3. In summary then, the characteristics of the new grains resulting from deformation and annealing
are determined mainly by the deformation (low strain vs. high strain) and not by the annealing
conditions. After low strains, the annealing treatment plays the most important role in the forma-
tion of new grains; conversely, deformation plays the dominant role in new grain formation under
SPD conditions.
6.4. Topics for further investigation
The microstructures and dislocation substructures developed dynamically under dDRX and cDRX
conditions differ considerably from each other, as summarized in Table 8. The substructures in
dDRX grains vary from grain to grain and so are distributed inhomogeneously. By contrast, those
in cDRX grains are nearly homogeneous. The annealing behaviors after deformation are also quite
different in the deformation microstructures developed by dDRX and cDRX, as described in
Fig. 66. In spite of the considerable effort made in investigating the microstructural features
produced by the two types of dynamic recrystallization reviewed here, some important aspects
remain to be clariﬁed.
1. The application of cDRX and dDRX to microstructure control should be studied more systemati-
cally, particularly in materials not subject to allotropic transformation, i.e. in most of the nonfer-
rous metals and alloys as well as in ferritic steels and austenitic alloy steels. The microstructure
control techniques employed to date in these materials have been limited almost entirely to static
annealing following cold working. Speciﬁc methods of grain reﬁnement applicable to particular
alloy systems should be developed using the principles of dDRX and cDRX processing, as
appropriate.
2. There are several unresolved topics requiring clariﬁcation with respect to the dynamic evolution of
the strain-induced grains produced by cDRX.
– How do MSBs control the formation of UFGs? Why do they develop and how can their charac-
teristics be controlled?
– How do metallurgical parameters such as grain size and second phase particles affect the for-
mation of MSBs?
– What is the role of deformation twinning in producing grain reﬁnement by cDRX?
3. It is known from Table 2 that new grain formation through cDRX takes place at all values of SFE at
(T/Tm) < 0.5. However, the effect of SFE on cDRX should be studied in more detail. For example:
– In high SFE materials, new grain formation through cDRX takes place at all values of T/Tm from 0
to 1. How do the characteristics of cDRX change over this temperature range?
– Is there a relationship between ﬂow stress and average grain size in materials with high SFE that
is analogous to those observed in materials with low SFE, e.g. in Figs. 49 and 50.
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